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A healthy giraffe killed is absolutely disgraceful and to invite visitors, including

children to watch the giraffe being skinned and fed to the animals. That's just sick



and what message does that send out to preserve these animals for future

generations..

There was no need to be barbaric as many people offered to take in that giraffe

than see it be killed...

As if we do not have enough killing of these beautiful animals with poachers and

trophy hunters etc now we have a zoo. Death should always be a last resort, not

something to insist upon. The way Holst stubbornly refused to consider any

alternatives that might save Marius' life is appalling. He claims his actions are the

name of science, but he is an embarrassment to the scientific community. No

scientist practicing ethical behavior would ever assume such an uncompromising

stance against life.

His callous attitude towards a living creature and his disrespect for the wishes of

the public deem him unfit to serve as scientific director of any institution. Science

does not need ruthless people incapable of compassion. This reflects badly on the

rest of us as well.



Commenti

Nome Posizione Data Commento

Alessia Gaetani Roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Animals don' t deserve this world

David Massey BIRMINGHAM, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This Zoo is clearly only interested in publicity surrounding the death and public

autopsy of this poor animal.

Molly Chugg Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusting behavior. Why are animals treated so much worse than

humans?!

MAXINE WAKELIN RYHDARGAEAU, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 why when other zoo's have said they would take him ???????

Colin Mclaren Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I believe if you are to be involved in conservation the compassion is equally

important to cold hard science.

angela morlotti glasgow, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I feel so sad + disgusted that the healthy giraffe was publicly put to sleep.

Shameful + inhumane!

Mandy Baldwin BEMBRIDGE, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because I am human!!!!!

Angela Deschacht Slough, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 He is a murderer allowing the killing of a healthy baby Giraffe and it happening

in front of children is very sick

giulia stocco venice, Italy 2014-02-09 This is just terrible

Ivana Mondoni Italy 2014-02-09 E' un crimine.

giuliano calandra catania, Italy 2014-02-09 incompetent director..go home !

leonardo rosi massarosa, Italy 2014-02-09 inammissibile quello che è accaduto allo zoo di copenhagen , nessuno ha il

diritto di vita o di morte di altri esseri viventi

Leanne Cordner coventry, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 let's have his head for MURDERING THIS BABY!!! resign you SCUM!

Alessandra Lai Italy 2014-02-09 LO DOBBIAMO A TE MARIUS, NON CI FERMEREMO

maria grazia D'Antona arezzo, Italy 2014-02-09 it's a shame!

cosimo voffoni Italy 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst,, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in Denmark 

Flemming Møller Mortensen, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the

Danish Parliament’s 

Pernille Skipper, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the Danish

Parliament’s 

Lone Loklindt, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

Lars Dohn, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in

Denmark 

Le dimissioni. Bengt Holst, direttore scientifico dello zoo. Zoo di Copenaghen in

Danimarca 

Fratræden. Bengt Holst. zoo videnskabelige direktør. København zoo i

Danmark 

Der Rücktritt. Bengt Holst. wissenschaftlicher Leiter des Zoos. Kopenhagen

Zoo in Dänemark 

La démission. Bengt Holst. directeur...

ANNAMARIA TIANO ANGRI, Italy 2014-02-09 è stato un atto ABOMINEVOLE!! e non dite che non c'erano alternative!!!!! IT

WAS JUST A CRUEL ACT!!!!!!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

claudia zanichelli luzzara, Italy 2014-02-09 firmate e fate firmare ! ha ucciso la giraffa sto bastardo !!!!

Maria Luigia Garbin Italy 2014-02-09 Amo gli animali!!!!!

Brigitte Schlechtleitner Italy 2014-02-09 such a cruelty! Shame on you :(

giuseppina maria

Cervasio

ravenna, Italy 2014-02-09 FIRMATE CONTRO QUESTA CAROGNA !!!!!

Annette Berry Kingston, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 there were solutions offered, this animal didnt need or deserve to die, power

corrupts :(

Donatella Rotatori Roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Assassino maledetto è questo quello che sei VERGOGNATI!!!!!!!!!

MICHELA GIORGETTI Italy 2014-02-09 :)

Christina Anderson Longmont, CO 2014-02-09 Killing this beautiful creature was so unnecessary and so cruel.  The people

responsible should no longer be allowed to work with animals.  I am VERY

angry with Denmark!

Paolo Sassetti Carnate, Italy 2014-02-09 That was a crime

Debbie Jager rochford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Because animals need a voice!

Rosina Glose Maisach, DE 2014-02-09 :-((((((((((((((((((((((((

Matteo Chinellato Italy 2014-02-09 I hope the idiot of the zoo pay for all

Andre Robinson daventry, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 he is not fit to make decisions on animals he should be hung for his actions

Seb Miller Badminton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 He is not fot fit for the job

Cindy Horn Berry rd Lafayette, HI 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst is a true psychopath. The murder of Marius is unethical, barbaric

and incomprehensible. He was offered other homes, but Bengt Holst, the

Buthcer of the Copenhagen Slaughterhouse wanted him dead. Holst also

bragged that 20-30 animals are killed each year at the slaughterhouse he calls

a zoo. Bengt Holst needs to go!

Andrea Johnson Leeds, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 KILLED FOR NO REASON HE COULD OF BEEN ON HIS WAY TO A NEW

HOME FREE TO LIVE HIS LIFE NOT TO BE KILLED THE WAY HE WAS

ye min whitley bay, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 because we are here to protect animals from cruelty

Kim Holleman Brooklyn, NY 2014-02-09 THINK RATIONALLY: Since when does, "need to prevent inbreeding" = "let's

murder it"? One does not equal the other, that was a decision that people made

which stole the life from a young animal in a world where people treat nature as

if it is a personal toilet. We look to you for advanced living--and you are the

ones who now shit in the collective punchbowl. SHAME ON YOU. I am

disgusted by your thinking process here.

Elaine Bessant Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 these animals are precious and to put a healthy animal to deathin a barbaric

way infront of children is disgusting those involved should be ashamed and

never be able to care for animals again i am disgusted and upset words just

cant convey how i feel ......

Roxanne Sutton malaga, Spain 2014-02-09 this is the just disgraceful, the Baby was offered a home and they

refused..HEADS MUST ROLL!!!

didar samaletdin stockholm, Sweden 2014-02-09 Is this a circus??????

Kaylynn Wilson Vancouver, WA 2014-02-09 "Man" has turned into something that can not be explained. Stop inflicting

HUMAN Ignorance and Insanity on our animals. THIS IGNORANCE IS

STAGGERING. God help you!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Michael Miller Charlestown, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Zoos should conserve animal life, not destroy it, no life is surplus!!!

Carrie Davis Bangor, ME 2014-02-09 What the hell, you make a show and tell for children after an innocent is

SLAUGHTERED.

simona parmeggiani Italy 2014-02-09 chi fa queste cose non merita di vivere assasino

Elaine Lunn Hawick, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I'm disgusted that they killed a healthy animal when there were other options

open to them

Sam French Colchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Even if he feels what they've done today is justified. His comments have been

callous & despicable, he obviously cared more for the money they'd made on

TV rights then showing this animal some dignity, he spoke of Marius with pure

contempt, sack him!

Federica Jacoponi Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 BENGT HOLST, OUT!!!!!!!!!

Bill Bachellier Grafton, Canada 2014-02-09 Great example to show children. If it has become inconvenient, kill it.

Michaela de la Cour Stockholm, Sweden 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst is a true psychopath. The murder of Marius is unethical, barbaric

and incomprehensible. He was offered other homes, but Bengt Holst, the

Buthcer of the Copenhagen Slaughterhouse wanted him dead. Holst also

bragged that 20-30 animals are killed each year at the slaughterhouse he calls

a zoo. Bengt Holst needs to go! He is lying and seems that ´he loves the bad

attention .

peg farrar lakewood, CO 2014-02-09 This was COMPLETELY unnecessary!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

alison farrell navan, Ireland 2014-02-09 Disgusting decision and cruelty

Lakatos Bernadett Budapest, Hungary 2014-02-09 I dont accept his explanation for killing the giraffe. Shame on you Bengt Holst!

sue collins oxford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgraceful management. Why let animals in your care breed if they are

'surplus to requirements' :(

Marion Boardman Bedford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 If the zoo was not certain that they could accommodate this giraffe they should

have managed their breeding program properly.  Zoos should be about

education and conservation, not publicly butchering any "surplus" animals.

This is outrageous and cannot be allowed to just be passed over.

Keith Doiron Bangkok, Thailand 2014-02-09 Remove him now...the world is watching!

carole gill wakefield, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I hope he goes and goes soon. Unfit to hold that position.

Alicja Sopolinska Galway, Ireland 2014-02-09 stop torturing animals

steve webb gosport, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst should never be involved in animal welfare for as long as he lives

Barbara Mandriani Italy 2014-02-09 Siete dei maledetti bastardi, dovete crepare voi e la gente ke entra nel vostro

zoo...dite piuttosto ke non avevate da mangiare x gli altri animali e vi serviva

carne fresca; così avete fatto fuori una giovane giraffa -.- 

Ne avete avute di offerte dagli altri paesi ma ve ne siete sbattuti. Avete ucciso

una Creatura di Dio; ogni giorno ad ogni ora, violentate e massacrate poveri

ANIMA-li :/

Non verrò MAI nel vostro paese...mi fate troppo SCHIFO!!! Andate all'Inferno,

quello è il vostro posto...BESTIE!!! :/

marie mckendrick edinburgh, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Shocked and outraged at this unnecessary slaughter

Marina Lolli Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 E' UNA VERGOGNA SPECIALMENTE PER UN POPOLO COME QUELLO

DANESE CHE SI DECLAMA TRA I PIU CIVILI



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Maggie MacKay Glengarnock, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Get rid of this weasel (in fact weasel is too good a name for this little

megalomaniac). The death of any animal is a tragedy..but this is just murder for

murders sake !

Giada Cucina Italy 2014-02-09 Il mondo sta finendo a causa della malvagità dell'uomo,gli animali vittime

innocenti!ORA BASTA!!!!!

Sérgio Teixeira Portugal 2014-02-09 we must respect and protect the animals because they are very important to

our planet.

iannuzziello pierangelo Italy 2014-02-09 because i love animals

Irene Maloney Morris, MN 2014-02-09 This is a true INJUSTICE for Marius, a beautiful, innocent, young giraffe... who

deserved  to live!!  RESIGN BENGT HOLST - YOU SHOULD BE ASHAMED

OF YOUR ACTION!

Michaela de la Cour Stockholm, Sweden 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst is a true psychopath. The murder of Marius is unethical, barbaric

and incomprehensible. He was offered other homes, but Bengt Holst, the

Buthcer of the Copenhagen Slaughterhouse wanted him dead. Holst also

bragged that 20-30 animals are killed each year at the slaughterhouse he calls

a zoo. Bengt Holst needs to go!

He is a lier and now the whole world knows !

Silvia Piccini firenze, Italy 2014-02-09 STOP CRIMES AGAINST ANIMALS

Jacqueline van Weelden Den Haag, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Go fuck you Mr. Holst, how you can live with yourself, I don't understand, :(

marinella serci Florence, Italy 2014-02-09 incivile bisogna chiudere tutti gli zoo

Rebecca Kift Leeds, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This killing was completely unnecessary, and demonstrates that Bengt Holst

should not be in a position where he can make decisions about which animals

will live and which animals will die.

Jane Seaman Shirley, NY 2014-02-09 Absolutely horrifying and sickening. You have shown the world how deranged

and exploitive you are. I hope your zoo is shut down permanently because of

this and that you live to regret the day you took the life of this beautiful soul.

You are all that is wrong with this world!

Ineke de Wild Beverly Hills, CA 2014-02-09 Please go vegan

<a href="http://www.30dayveganchallenge.com"

rel="nofollow">www.30dayveganchallenge.com</a>

marilyn bennett lee-on-solent, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Marius was completely healthy and could of been transferred to new

home...the law needs to be changed...!!!

Sebastiaan Achterberg IJmuiden, Netherlands 2014-02-09 You don't kill a  healthy animal! A lot of zoo's wanted to help so this was not

necessary!

Ilona Blankenburg Alleringersleben,

Germany

2014-02-09 Der Rücktritt. Bengt Holst. wissenschaftlicher Leiter des Zoos. Kopenhagen

Zoo in Dänemark

Simona Cassatly Clifton, NJ 2014-02-09 How terribly sad, and unfair.  We DO NOT have the right to take a life.  Ever.

Stewart Lee Stourbridge, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I regard this as murder

Marietta  W.Alfaro Sacramento, CA 2014-02-09 Was this entertainment for children? Close this hellhole down!

Dennis Hoy Farnborough, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 To get rid of this Fuckwit who is a disgrace to his preofession and Danes in

general.

Peter Dailey San Francisco, CA 2014-02-09 Animals deserve respect and preservation!

Francesco Gallo Chiaravalle C.le, Italy 2014-02-09 Why this is a crime!!!!

Carole  Hughes Manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Shame  on this zoo for allowing inter-breeding and for murdering the mistake

they made!!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

grazia pioggia Italy 2014-02-09 basta!!! gli zoo.. il circo.. basta!!!

tania sturini Lodi, Italy 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst,, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in Denmark 

Flemming Møller Mortensen, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the

Danish Parliament’s 

Pernille Skipper, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the Danish

Parliament’s 

Lone Loklindt, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

Lars Dohn, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

Partito EcoAnimalista 

The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in

Denmark 

Le dimissioni. Bengt Holst, direttore scientifico dello zoo. Zoo di Copenaghen in

Danimarca 

Fratræden. Bengt Holst. zoo videnskabelige direktør. København zoo i

Danmark 

Der Rücktritt. Bengt Holst. wissenschaftlicher Leiter des Zoos. Kopenhagen

Zoo in Dänemark 

La démission. Bengt Holst. directeur scientifique du zoo. Copenhague zoo au

Danemark 

Het ontslag. Bengt Holst. wetenschappelijk directeur van de dierentuin.

Kopenhagen dierentuin in Denemarken 

A renúncia. Bengt Holst. diretor científico do zoológico. Zoo de Copenhaga, na

Dinamarca 

La dimisión. Bengt Holst. director científico del zoológico. Zoo de Copenhague

en Dinamarca 

Rezygnacja. Bengt Holst. dyrektor naukowy w zoo. Zoo w Kopenhadze w Danii

Demisia. Bengt Holst. director științific al grădinii zoologice. Gradina zoologica

Copenhaga din Danemarca 

Eroaminen. Bengt Holst.Eläintarhan tieteellinen johtaja. Kööpenhaminan

eläintarhassa Tanskassa

Sincerely, 

Tania Sturini

Teresa Cochell -Curell Hobart, WA 2014-02-09 There are two things here that I am appalled at here. One that Denmark would

kill (let me say murder this poor animal). And two look at the kids in the picture.

I did not realize that these Danes were this way. Just as bad as the other blood

thirty countries out there with no regard for life. I thought that they were

different. It looks like they are having a school on how you kill an animal then

cut it up. Disgusting pieces of sh$# of a zoo, parents and government. And he

Bengt Holst calls himself a "zoo scientific director." What a crock.This country

goes on my list of places not to go because I could not try to stop murder.

patrizia giannone torino, Italy 2014-02-09 E' tremendo ciò che ha fatto anche perché l'alternativa c'era!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

anoop ghale COVENTRY, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A LIFE WAS TAKEN TODAY NEEDLESSLY. SHAME ON COPENHAGEN

ZOO, HANG YOUR HEADS IN SHAME

gabriella maggiotto vedelago, Italy 2014-02-09 DIMISSIONI SUBITO.......NON E POSSIBILE....ASSASSINI....

Trish Geidel Findon, Australia 2014-02-09 KILLING A HEALTHY ANIMAL IS AN ABOMINATION !

Teresa Cochell -Curell Hobart, WA 2014-02-09 Plus look at how happy the kids are. Are they that preverted that they have

their children there. Reminds me of when Hitler took all the children from their

families just to make sure that they thought his way.

sergio lion Cuneo, Italy 2014-02-09 Back to hell shit

Michelle WARMATH BERLIN , CT, CT 2014-02-09 Because the whole procedure was scandalously mishandled and this is just

plain wrong. For shame, Denmark!

Sue Saunders United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This is not the way to teach our children to respect animal life. It is not

entertainment to disect a young giraffe

Amanda Batts Weedon, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 To rid the world of barbaric persons and practices. To set an example that

animal cruelty WILL NOT be tolerated

Diana Baritz Rotterdam, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Fire director, he is a barbaric butcher!

Willem Goeman Winschoten, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Why?????

Suzanne Verheij Rotterdam, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Shame on you.

Martine Piot Vizille, France 2014-02-09 c'est scandaleux, en plus devant des enfants , 

Francesco Mastrocinque Italy 2014-02-09 it is a nonsense violence on a animal

sandro pellegrini Sanremo, Italy 2014-02-09 Shame!!!!!!!!!

andrea del pero Italy 2014-02-09 Assassino!

Jessica Geenen Lawton, OK 2014-02-09 Why, why, why ?

vermandel christiane tilff, IL 2014-02-09 c'est un crime !!!

Maria Rita Tenchiri codigoro, Italy 2014-02-09 this is nor denmark!!!!!! murder!!!!!

lynette Dunn Cornwall, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 You have shamed your country.... no one will want to know you now. This is a

pure barbaric and evil act in front of millions. You are like Hitler a killer

Vanessa Thomas Dawson Creek, Canada 2014-02-09 Stop this!

Alessandro Pajno Fano, Italy 2014-02-09 to do in  to whom isn't  able to defend onself....what a good example!!

selig Hélène France 2014-02-09 parce que ce n'est pas digne d'un directeur de zoo de faire tuer unanimal qui

ne demandait que de vivre!!

luigi VILLANI BENEVENTO, Italy 2014-02-09 how do you talk about overcrowding with a single copy

graziella cogolati paderno dugnano, Italy 2014-02-09 una vergogna , nessun rispetto per la vita

Norah Dolman Zimbabwe, Zimbabwe 2014-02-09 There are enough 'foreigners' in our land doing unspeakable things.  This is

absolutely barbaric that the giraffe was considered no more important than

'food' for other animals, is a disgrace.  Shame Denmark!

Marialuisa Miazzo Padova, Italy 2014-02-09 ma che campioni di crudeltà, un esempio per i bambini

Elena Villarrubia Andres Madrid, Spain 2014-02-09 Shame on this zoo. Murdering an animal is not acceptable except it´s suffering

and dying! But this giraffe could have been translated to a sanctuary or to a

proper place! And killing the poor animal in front of children! Shame on

Denmark!!!

Stephen Frize Isle of Wight, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 sick to kill a creature that could have ben saved and sent elsewhere

simon walter northampton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 It was so unnecessary, with plenty of options open to the zoo they chose to kill.

They could've made sure this giraffe didn't breed without killing it.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

sarah coleman sheffield, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 There was  a home awaiting at the yorkshire wildlife park for marius and yet he

was still cruelly killed.

laura farrell chesapeake, VA 2014-02-09 charge him with child abuse as well

mandy flisher kent, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 no words can describe how this makes me feel

Kimberly Long Northridge, CA 2014-02-09 This is barbaric and cruel!  There was no need to kill this giraffe! Shut this zoo

down!!!!

Fabian Humpf Germany 2014-02-09 Inhuman being

STELLA FEDELI Italy 2014-02-09 this man is not a good person

Sheila Mahon NY, NY 2014-02-09 FIRE THIS POS! You CANNOT STEAL animals from thier homes and

NORMAL life, imprison them in zoos for GREEDY PROFIT, breed them then

KILL them when there are too many. There was another zoo tha would have

taken Marius and saved his life - but YOU PREFERED to KILL him. END ALL

ZOOS NOW.

Elaine Dando Cardiff, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 The world appears to be on a mission, to show how little regard & compassion

they have for animals.

Alexandra Marcella

Manolesco-Ami

Dunvegan     Ontario,

Canada

2014-02-09 IF YOU CANNOT KEEP THIS GIRAFFE, THEN SEND IT TO ANOTHER ZOO,

OR PREFERABLY -RELEASE INTO A SANCTUARY WITH OTHER

GIRAFFES!!!!! KILLING THIS ANIMAL IS DEFINITELY NOT THE

SOLUTION!!!!!! SECURITY GUARD/ACTIVIST ALEXANDRA MARCELLA

MANOLESCO-AMI

JOE BONNAR Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 As if The Faroe Islanders whale slaughter wasn't bad enough.

canale patrizia torino, Italy 2014-02-09 QUESTO MOSTRO SENZA ANIMA DEVE ANDARSENE!

Sean de Nobrega Cape Town, South Africa 2014-02-09 His head must roll !!!

LESLEY WILBOURNE TONYPANDY, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Mankind has no right to play God. Zoos should be a safe haven for the animals

they breed. These animals are not meat!! If Marius could not be found a new

home what is wrong with birth control. I know this is practiced in zoos and

animal parks. Surely this is a better solution to what was done?  This man

should not be allowed near animals let alone be in charge of their fate and to

perform that atrocity publicly in front of children is despicable.

Johanna Hoogendijk Ridderkerk, Netherlands 2014-02-09 A sweet little giraffe needs to be rehomed. why,? killing is so much easier!!

Barbaric of Bengt Holst!!!

Maxwell Levy Leigh, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 It was unnecessary. You were offered money and alternatives. If you didn't

need his genes you should never have bred him. You should be ashamed

Lynda Key Fresno, CA 2014-02-09 Sick!  This should NEVER have happened!!

Susan Tomlinson Ash, Aldershot, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 They should have tried harder for a new home!

Jan Hendon Charlwood, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Marius was a perfectly healthy animal with offers of a new home. There was no

valid reason for this disgraceful act of barbarism.

Roberto Palozzi Rieti, Italy 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst showed that his management of wild animals is exclusively

dominated and inspired by the principles of monetary economics. With its ill-

considered decision raised heavy doubts about its ability to manage  a zoo

according to the most modern principles of the conservation biology. A

"director" like that does not deserve a salary paid by the visitors' tickets. 

But the main question he has come to light is: what is the purpose of the

Copenhagen zoo and other zoos in the world?



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Maryanne Lavrence Kropa, Slovenia 2014-02-09 I can't believe they did this...and in front of an audience with children. Perverted

scum!!

Maryanne Lavrence Kropa, Slovenia 2014-02-09 An autrocity! And to do this in front of an audience of children...perverted scum!

Marlene Thoms Vernon, Canada 2014-02-09 We don't need Bengt Holst's genes, his genes are already well represented,

feed him to the lions.

Anna Jablonkai Budapest, Hungary 2014-02-09 Because Mariis deserves it...

Shannon Haines Muskegon, MI 2014-02-09 Are you kidding me? I can't even believe it's 2014- this is like the most barbaric

dark ages! What a horrific display adults put on for innocent children to see-

disgusting and we wonder why we have kids shooting up schools , this is

partially why ! Shoot an innocent giraffe in the head with a nail gun? Really! cut

it open and put it on display? Really? feed it to the animals in a home the

giraffe had called it's residence? You are all disgusting pigs! He should be fired

immediately for killing an innocent giraffe, you are a zoo not a science class!!!

and this disgusting zoo should be shut down ASAP and all the animals sent

where they can actually be cared for and treated properly- what a horror show ,

dispicable and what should be illegal behavior- puke!!! What an

embarrassment you are

Angela Marino Chieti, Italy 2014-02-09 Che questo assassinio non resti impunito!

Ian Mellor Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 And this is 'caring' for animals.!

Vanessa Lamont Reading, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is totally insane and despicable to do this to an innocent animal for no

good reason! I feel sickened by this!!!

Catarina Almberg Umeå, Sweden 2014-02-09 HOW CAN YOU BE SOOO CRUEL!?? THIS IS A HUGE CRIME AGAINST

ANIMAL PROTECTION LAWS IN THE WORLD! AND FOR CHILDREN TO

LOOK???? SO CRAZY!!! SHAME ON YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Mary Smith Clearfield, UT 2014-02-09 I don't think the loss of his job is enough, he should be imprisoned as well.

Ute AnneMarie Schuster Weiz, Austria 2014-02-09 weil solche Unmenschlichkeit nicht sein darf.

tuula lehtoranta Rautalampi, Finland 2014-02-09 shamefull !!

eleonora santhià Torino, Italy 2014-02-09 how disgusting men.

Liliana Lucchesi N/A, Italy 2014-02-09 why?

Brian O'Mahony Llandudno, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Shame on you Copenhagen Zoo! Allowing an animal to be born and knowing

that it would later be surplus to their needs! Then KILLING the Giraffe that is

surplus when other Zoo's around the world were willing to look after it is totally

OUTRAGEOUS! Also, how can you allow young kids to see the killing? That's

really Disgusting! Everyone should boycott this Zoo and their management

should be disgraced from ever working again!! Something needs to be done

about these so called Zoo's who think they know better!

W Reeves Vancleave, MS 2014-02-09 Teach children kindness toward animals; not to slaughter !

Elspeth Burnie Auchterarder, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Absolutely barbaric treatment of an innocent victim of Danish mismanaged

animal husbandry.

dominique frutos mouans sartoux, France 2014-02-09 absoluty awfull and a abject ! why was it born ,,,,,????

luigi irrera messina, Italy 2014-02-09 assassini

Kamila Sejkorova Prague, Hlavní město

Praha, Czech Republic,

Czech Republic

2014-02-09 why?? and why they did a show from killing an animal... OMG!

zohra caems Herentals, Belgium 2014-02-09 You don't kill animals

Anita Bootsma Stiens, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Dit is moord dit mag niet .Afschuwelijk dit.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

cristina colavelli Italy 2014-02-09 Killed for no reason.

margaret osborne maidstone, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 BECAUSE THIS IS MURDER OF AN INNOCENT!!!!

Anouk de Winter France 2014-02-09 Shame on you !! You dont deserve to work with animals, you are to protect

these voiceless souls, not to put them down.

nan D Hackettstown, NJ 2014-02-09 Unbelievable ........and horrendous....what message has he sent?

Františka Kubíková Prag, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 I am against cruelty and unnecessary killing of animals

Susanne Holtz Fårö, Sweden 2014-02-09 So discusting!

Antonio Gabbatore Piove di Sacco, Italy 2014-02-09 Vergogna.

Susan  Johnson Truckee, CA 2014-02-09 And having children watch the killing of an innocent baby Giraffe?? He should

be charged with child abuse as well.

fra sa vi, Italy 2014-02-09 animali liberi!!aguzzini in gabbia

Tracy Ane Brooks WestCliffe, CO 2014-02-09 This incredible baby could have had a home else where, it is one thing to kill an

old animal that has no quality of life, but unexceptable for any one to take an

animals life when it has years to live!  This made me sick!

Agneša Szabová Slovakia, Slovakia 2014-02-09 Slovakia

sandra van renterghem Antwerpen, Belgium 2014-02-09 I'm really in shock that a zoo does this...And thank tears from Thé doctor when

killing ??? A zoo is for animals ... Why Marius could not Be replaced in another

zoo ?

Nicola Dodgson Reigate, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 'Breeding programmes' are supposed to exist for the animals whose habitats

humans destroy- they are not another excuse for awful people to abuse their

positions in relation to other species.  People with no conscience shouldn't be

allowed to work anywhere near an animal.

karen parkin Ripon, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Because it is a waste of a perfectly healthy animal. They have feelings too.

That man is a barbaric bastard!!!

Aneta Ryšavá Hodonín, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 This is inexcusable!!!!!

Kathryn Richards Torquay, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 To kill an animal that was supposedly bred for conservation, in such a public

manner has no place in a civilised society. Shame on the Copenhagen Zoo

Patty Smith DARRINGTON, WA 2014-02-09 No animal deserves to be treated this way, for ANY REASON AT ALL.  They

could have neutered him, given him to another zoo, or individual.  This is

despicable!!!!!

petra  zavatti hoofddorp, United States 2014-02-09 bengt holst needs an electric chair

Jana Vaught Cincinnati, OH 2014-02-09 It is just obscene that an organisation that pretends to care about the well being

of animals would ignore the pleas of the world to rehome them rather than

murder them in cold blood. These sentient animals are not profit centers, and

this man has no conscience. He should never be anywhere near animals- or

humans either for that matter. Fire the psychopath.

Sally Praskey Cheticamp, Canada 2014-02-09 There were many other alternatives to euthanizing this baby giraffe.

APRIL CUTCHER MASSILLON, OH 2014-02-09 Are you kidding me ???

Josette Becker creutzwald, France 2014-02-09 n'importe quoi là!!!!!! les zoos se disent protection et reproduction pour faire

ça??!! nul!!!

ketty fagotto Italy 2014-02-09 I love animals and nature and Hate who hates them!!!!!

Aschenbrenner Theresia Germany 2014-02-09 Das diese ignorante Brutalität und diese Gefühllosigkeit endlich endet! In

welchem Jahrhundert befinden wir uns eigentlich????

Schämt Euch!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Beatriz Tur São Paulo, SC 2014-02-09 SHAME on you DENMARK !!!

Janice Modesitt Lake Oswego, OR 2014-02-09 Stop this barbaric behavior NOW!

Showing young children the mistreatment of a beautiful wild animal is

disgusting.Do you call this educational?

I think not.

jolien vlemincx Ekeren, Belgium 2014-02-09 R.I.P. :'( stop animal cruelty!!!!!! schandalig!!

Miranda Moerkerken Rhoon, Netherlands 2014-02-09 This is Barbaric and Disgusting. First the Dolphins and now a Giraffe. What

kind of nation are you Denmark

serena saccà Fiorino, Italy 2014-02-09 because it's a crime!!!ORRIBILI ASSASSINI!!!!

Joke Brussen Rotterdam, United States 2014-02-09 Shame on you. All Zoo's must be closed.

Athene Cairns Durban, South Africa 2014-02-09 The random, heartless,  senseless killing of all animals has to be stopped.

Sylvia Martinez Moore, OK 2014-02-09 YOU CAN NOT TEACH YOUR YOUTH COMPASSION, YOU TEACH THEM

VIOLENCE AND TO KILL..... STEP DOWN!

Jorge Ruiz Almudevar, Spain 2014-02-09 This is a shame for Denmark

Patty Hawbaker Houston, TX 2014-02-09 This is a disgrace. We are (or should be) better than this.

Barbara Talley Rockport, ME 2014-02-09 This is one of the worst things I have ever seen. To kill a healthy young animal -

and in front of an audience which seems to be enjoying this as entertainment

and taking photos of it.  This is unbelievable.  I WILL NEVER GO BACK TO

DENMARK AGAIN. I had thought it was a lovely place to visit - this makes it

seem more like a third world country.  Shame on the people who ordered this

atrocity and SHAME ON EVERYONE WHO WATCHED IT.

MONSTERS

Adrian Polk Pontiac, MI 2014-02-09 There are no words that can describe how important this is to me. A senseless

killing for profit. A life is a life

Lisa Wrone Clinton, IL 2014-02-09 Unavoidable, horrid and unfeeling. Shame on them. They should all be fired!

SUSANNA SALAORNI Verona, Italy 2014-02-09 VERGOGNA ASSASSINI MANIACI SADICI STUPRATORI DI ANIMALI !

linda heatley immingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A more feeling person has to be in charge of such a sentitive issue.HE sees

NO wrong in killing,

gill bleasdale dornoch, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 utter animal cruelty

Dee Farquhar Olney, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusting that this has happened how can Bengt Holst get away

with this??? He should lose his job and never be allowed to work with

animals...the world is outraged by this!

Shirley Schultheis Newport, OH 2014-02-09 This is wrong on so many levels, just sickening.  This director needs a mental

examination.  I don't believe he is capable of making sound decisions.  What

will these small children do with these visions.  The  giraffe cannot be helped

now, but this director must be dealt with so that it does not happen again.

What century are we leaving in where brutality like this is allowed?

anja delwig callantsoog, Netherlands 2014-02-09 this man is a disgrace

Sara Stenson Fort Collins, CO 2014-02-09 BECAUSE IT IS A NEEDLESS SELFISH WASTE OF LIFE...MORONS!

maria grazia landrini

isabella

breno(BS))), Italy 2014-02-09 FIRMATEEEEEEEEE..............................................

ELISABETTA

TARTAGLIA

roma, Italy 2014-02-09 giustizia sia fatta ! dimissioni per il direttore dello zoo non ama gli animali che ci

sta a fare li!

cristina cattaneo città di castello, Italy 2014-02-09 You are a Killer, go home!

Antonietta Baccari Milano, Italy 2014-02-09 assassiniiiiiiiiii



Nome Posizione Data Commento

raymond dunthorne St Albans, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Is that the point of a zoo then? breed animals in captivity then slaughter them in

the name of science? Treating this young animal as a waste product is

barbaric. It's Bengt Holst and his crappy 'conservation planning' career who is

clearly the waste product.

anna andry Reggio Nell&#039;emilia,

Italy

2014-02-09 comportamento inqualificabile, se non potevano tenerla la si poteva donare a

qualche parco. non si può uccidere un animale così

Monique Dillewaard The Hague, Netherlands 2014-02-09 stop killing and locking animals! they have the right to life too and feeling too!

Mandy Gothorp Lincoln, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This man should not be in charge of a fish tank!!!

Wilmi Thijssen Horst, Netherlands 2014-02-09 We need to respect  all the living an not kill them. This animal was only 18

months old. Why??

Donatella Orlandi Milan, Italy 2014-02-09 The murder of Marius is unethical, barbaric and incomprehensible.

Kim Johnston Northern Ireland, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This giraffe did not need to be murdered. It was offered a home in the UK.

Lucie Hadackova Lovosice, IN 2014-02-09 If it was for animal's genes, it would had been definitelly better to "eliminate"

those people, who decided about its dead, not to spread the bad genes among

the human race!

cathy  gilbert Tonbridge Kent, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 this act is beyound belief this animal was offered places and to do this

horrendous act in front of children is wrong -maybe not in your view but in most

decent people's

Barbara Dee Fairview, NJ 2014-02-09 Why did no one object to this barbaric act?  This is truly a stain on the Denmark

people. I call for the resignation of Bengt Holst immediately..

GARY GARDINER Firle Near Lewes, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 In this age where we have the pill etc to stop over breeding there is no reason

this should of happened, you have ruined the reputation of your zoo

Gary Shogren Las Vegas, NV 2014-02-09 This seems to be the standard practice now, just kill it. There were several

other options available, yet they chose the worst one. Bengt Holst should

resign from the human race!!!!!

Roswitha Brigitte Thoms Hamm, DE 2014-02-09 Das ist eine Schande für Sie und Ihren Zoo. Pfui! Sie dürften nie mehr

Verantwortung für schutzlose Tiere tragen.

Helene Kraul Limburg, United States 2014-02-09 Tiere scheinen in Dänemark keinen Lebneswert zu haben..

Anouk de Winter France 2014-02-09 Shame on you !! You dont deserve to work with animals, you are supposed to

protect the voiceless souls, not to put them down. The world is watching, what

kind of lesson are you teaching  the young generation and what image are you

giving of Denmark .RIP sweet soul.

Paola De Watterlot Ajijic, Mexico 2014-02-09 You can´t represent animals if you kill them like this!

Aulicino Michele Ripa Teatina, Italy 2014-02-09 VERGOGNA

Adele Sweeney Wakefield, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Why would a zoo kill, rather than preserve wildlife when they have the chance

of re-homing?

Alessandra Giannini Florence, Italy 2014-02-09 Vergognatevi!

sonia furnari Italy 2014-02-09 Una vergogna uccidere Marius , un ' uccisione spettacolo che diventa ancora

più infame

Alison Broomhead Isle of Mull, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Callous breeding of animals in limited space - this should not be allowed to

happen.

Ilaria Ferri Italy 2014-02-09 CAPTIVITY IS A CRIME AGAINST NATURE AND THIS IS A SICKENING

MURDER.

Donna Gerbino howard beach, NY 2014-02-09 I am horrified by the lack of humanity exhibited here. Simply shameful.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Barbara Swanston Campbell River, Canada 2014-02-09 There is nothing 'natural' about animals in a zoo so letting them breed naturally

doesn't make any sense.

Elisa Davoglio Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 Because let to birth to project a death is an horrible shame

Clare Sergeant Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Signed because I just cannot believe this has happened.....whatever the

reason it's just wrong....:(

Liz Stonebridge Balderton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 So angry that this beautiful animal was bred in captivity and then killed.  Not

convinced at all about the existence of zoos but this shows what happens when

people act with barbarity.

Doris Angermund Neuss, Germany 2014-02-09 This is just unbelievable. And all in front of the children. That will teach them to

respect animals !!!

biba libre Italy 2014-02-09 è un gesto orrendo

Randall Woods Westcliffe, CO 2014-02-09 Morality, values, responsibility

jettie beems Amstelveen, Netherlands 2014-02-09 The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in

Denmark .

Annette Walbon Eagan,, MN 2014-02-09 Das darf doch wohl nicht wahr sein??? UNMOEGLICH UND UNGLAUBLICH!!!

david brierley leeds, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 No one has ever recieved the authority from God the creator to murder his

creations.... no one. The animals should 'nt be in a zoo in the first place being

used in the pursuit of making money from naive parents who drag their kids

along to look at free spirited animals caged in a concrete jungle. the kids

watching the jiraffe being murdered must have been horrified. Time that ALL

money motivated sub human skin sacs opening zoos were boycotted from

opperating their sick schemes of caging animals for the sole purpose of making

money.

Sheila Gaston Elizabeth, CO 2014-02-09 Unbelievably cruel for an organization whose responsibility it is to care for

these animals.  No empathy whatsoever!

Pam Kistler Muncie, IN 2014-02-09 This man is a Hitler to animals!  He is a subhuman!

cheyenne bradley Denver, United States 2014-02-09 Bengst is not fit for this position, he is a killer nothing else.

Ann Geets Bekkevoort, Belgium 2014-02-09 OMG!!!! A zoo that kills animals???? fucking bastards!!!

judith saynor leeds, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 it should be important to everybody. this beautiful, gentle  baby deserved better.

he deserved life.

Diana Petrilli Lorain, OH 2014-02-09 This is an outrage, a totally unnecessary and heartless thing to do...and in front

of children? This director and all others involved must be held accountable for

this unconsionable act.

Jennifer clarke Swanwick, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 To stop the murder of healthy animals ..despite being offered places for it to go

..this man needs shooting with a bolt gun not a gentle young giraffe in public

view and then cut up in front of everyone

kathryn  whitehurst stoke on trent, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Totally Barbaric Murderers

carolyn D. LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 2014-02-09 The manner and reason for killing this giraffe in the zoo is not only

unacceptable but barbaric and inhumane! There should be accountability and

justice for ending Marius life in such a way.

Ingrid van den Berg cernobbio, Italy 2014-02-09 Because it was a totally unnecessary and callous decision made by a country

that claims to be civil .. hardly!

Concetta Giannone Grugliasco Torino Italia,

Italy

2014-02-09 Non ha perso tempo questo essere ignobile!!!!

SUSAN and PAUL

ROWBOTTOM

Stafforshire, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgusting and Barbaric.
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Connie Cotten Melissa, TX 2014-02-09 If you don't know then you're an idiot!!

Pascale Graffis Garland, TX 2014-02-09 This is a travesty of what a zoo stands for: the care and preservation of the

animals in its care. The excuse about inbreeding is flimsy, at best, particularly

since there were offers from many places to take this beautiful animal and give

it the humane care it deserved. Copenhagen has a black mark on it and you

can be sure I will never visit there. The city and country should have put a stop

to this. If nothing else, fire those who put this in motion and would not be

moved by the protests around the WORLD! They should never be allowed to

deal with animals for the rest of their lives. MAJOR FAIL, Copenhagen.

consuelo grossi Italy 2014-02-09 perché amo gli animali e li rispetto

Martin Blecha Brno, Jihomoravský kraj,

Česká republika, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 this is not how the scientific director should act like.

Akhil Agrawal Germany 2014-02-09 Please throw Bengt Holst into prison. This is worse than a murder.

Emanuela Ciobanu Iași, Romania 2014-02-09 I DON'T THINK THAT I HAVE TO EXPLAIN!!!! IS OBVIOUS

Rita Barnes Walsall, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Totally unjustified slaughter of a beautiful young creature supposedly in their

'care'

Donna Lowe Swansea, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is barbaric and unjust death of a healthy animal, and to parade in front of a

paparazzi and children as if its a normal thing to do, and then cut the poor baby

up and feed it to the lions the same day OMG!! what is our world coming

to????? Get rid of this man calls himself human (no way)

court summer london, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 this is disgraceful, i hope this zoo closes down forever

lets have animals in their right environment

Brittany Weaver Massena, NY 2014-02-09 This is horrific and inhumane on all levels. Completely unacceptable. Time to

deal with the backlash of your awful decision.

anna maria bernieri Livorno, United States 2014-02-09 AVEVA DIRITTO ALLA VITA!

Béatrice Derrien GOUPILLIERES, France 2014-02-09 Je m'associe pleinement à la teneur de cette pétition et espère que le le

responsable aura à répondre de ses décisions et agissements hautement

condamnables.

Stefania Montarolo Pollone, Italy 2014-02-09 ritengo l'uccisione della giraffa un atto disgustoso e incivile. E' stata una morte

inutile e ingiusta.

Marion Sloan Marshfield, ME 2014-02-09 How despicable to kill a healthy giraffe to prevent inbreeding! Poor excuse for a

killing. A better option, how about transferring the animal to another zoo? Who

gives you, the Coopenhagen Zoo the right to take the giraffe's life when it was

HEALTHY? I am OUTRAGED and will NEVER ever visit Denmark at this rate!

nicoletta fasano Fara in Sabina, Italy 2014-02-09 non ci sono scuse

Jack Ward Derby, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This is disgraceful.

Anja B Ramsen, Germany 2014-02-09 Remove is way to less. Hopefully 1 righteous human will murder Bengt Holst

child [/father]. In my bible still stands an eye for an eye. And this is way to less

for the one who did start. Humans esp. males are the worst shit God ever

created. I'm bawling my eyes out for Marius. Just knowing everyone involved in

Marius murder is eating dinner, going to sleep and the world keeps on revolving

as if nothing happened makes me wanna shoot up all around me. Can't blame

these kids in school. Animals are the most sincere, innocent souls and we

would need to sacrifice humans to save them and not the other pervert way.
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Kevin Knarr State College, PA 2014-02-09 A decision was made to end an animals life that was already in captivity. We

need to be better than this or put an end to zoos entirely, at least those run by

psychopaths.

amalia balloni blera(vt), Italy 2014-02-09 è veramente orribile e vergognoso...crudeli assassini, direttore dimettiti fai

schifo!

tiziana spinucci Italy 2014-02-09 respect for animals life

luca Bottaro Santo Domingo,

Dominican Republic

2014-02-09 Bastardi !!!!!!

Jacqui Wall Norwich, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 For a country currently extolling their Month of Culture, that this was done

makes a total mockery of that ...

Karenna Love Mill Valley, CA 2014-02-09 We are outraged at the blatant killing of Marius the giraffe, and want the

resignation of Bengt Holst, he had a choice to relocate the giraffe to another

zoo. The world is watching you Copenhagen Zoo!  Resign his position now.

Thank you.

Holly Gibson Blairsville, PA 2014-02-09 This is a terrible, terrible thing that was done! This giraffe could have been

taken to a sanctuary to live his life instead of a senseless slaughter done in

front of children!!!! What's the matter with you???

ingrid  arving broadford, Australia 2014-02-09 Shame on you Danish Zoo and shame on everyone who watched. Killing is

NOT what life is about.

Lori Wheeler Victoria, Canada 2014-02-09 It is one thing if Marius had died of natural cause, but this innocent animal

taken from his mother and slaughtered is horrific!!

Ligia Vasconcelos Ottawa, Canada 2014-02-09 ...because we must put an end to the culture of the disposable.

Andrew Thomson Ramsgate, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 The recent slaughter and disposal of a perfectly healthy young giraffe like

Marius is absolutely infuriating, and signing this petition should indicate to

Bengt Holst that his zoo's actions can NEVER be supported. A transfer to

another zoo where Marius would have been allowed to live out his days in

peace and without the threat of harm would have been much better.

Teresa  Galloway Charlotte, NC 2014-02-09 All animals have rights too. How does one sleep at night knowing you are

responsible for killing one of God's creature such as what happened to Marius.

Some people in this world are disgusting!

Timea Horvathova Košice, Slovakia 2014-02-09 Animal cruelty? NO!

Evelyn Smith Erskine, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 sickening cruelty to animals!!

martin ives BLACKPOOL, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 this guy is surplus to requirements, lets get rid.

Ankw Frederich Germany 2014-02-09 To butcher such a beautiful and innocent animal just because some thinks

there's "no use" for it is beyond any crueltiy. Someone who does this has

absolutely to right to work in a place where it is about the preservation of

animals!

elvira hradilkova Přerov, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 brutal bastards don't diserve to stay on heads of zoos......

Heather Bartlett Epsom, NH 2014-02-09 This man deserves to be in prison. Or better still - in a cage at the zoo!

VINCENZO DE CEGLIE Italy 2014-02-09 animalista

lowri spooner caernarfon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 its important that he resigns, he is pure evil

Pamela D'Andrea Italy 2014-02-09 Perchè è inutile e barbaro creare sofferenza a scapito dei più deboli, che schifo

di esseri umani!!!!

Donna Nittinger Sebastopol, CA 2014-02-09 and prosecution
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Teresa Cox Northampton, PA 2014-02-09 It's just wrong in so many ways. That poor animal could have been saved. But I

guess since you kill whales for fun this was nothing for you. WHAT A SHAME.

Michaela Fíkarová Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 Because I love animals. And this person is just stupid jerk. Kill him!

Caragh Mullen Ireland, Ireland 2014-02-09 An avoidable act such as this to an innocent juvenile animal is nothing short of

dispicable. Then to dismember the body in full view of an audience only

demonstrates the lack of empathy and regard this zoo has for its animals. In an

age where organisations such as yours should be endorsing animal welfare to

carry out something like this is barbaric. I am sickened

cerys williams Mid glam, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Children watching this is disgraceful , disgusting their poor minds :/

barioglio roberta Italy 2014-02-09 è una cosa ignobile! Una morte totalmente inutile e completamente ingiusta e

ne hanno fatto pure uno spettacolo dove portare i bambini! Dov'è il progresso?

Dov'è l'intelligenza? Finchè capitano cose così vuol dire che siamo ancora nel

medioevo.

Ruth Wortley Cannock, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I don't need to tell you why I signed this, I think the World is going to do that.

Beatrice Settanni Italy 2014-02-09 Perchè il diritto alla vita è il fondamento della nostra esistenza su questo

pianeta. Perchè fatti del genere sono di una gravità inaccettabile e non

smetterò mai di combattere per rendere il nostro mondo un posto migliore.

Marius faremo di tutto per renderti giustizia! Perdonaci per non essere riusciti a

salvarti

Ruth Stanley Cheshire, CT 2014-02-09 No healthy animal bred in a zoo should be put down to feed another animal.

This is just so wrong.  The caregivers at this zoo should be protecting each and

every one of their animals!  I am totally disgusted!

Elizabeth Brechbill Gettysburg, PA 2014-02-09 I AM AGAINST ANIMAL BRUTALITY!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Cecile Charbaut Paris, France 2014-02-09 it is a murder

Dorota Liczbinska Nowe Racibory, Poland 2014-02-09 Because murderers should be brought to justice.

Alexandra Thirele Xanthi, United States 2014-02-09 HELPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

PPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPPP

ANIMALSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

Eva Duspivova Vimperk, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 Because it is impossible to ingnore the unacceptable killing of a healthy young

animal and turning it into a show.

Janet Barron Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I am disgusted that this can happen what is wrong with you people

fabienne flamand Fosses-la-Ville, Belgium 2014-02-09 Honte à la personne humaine.

sharon davies leighton buzzard, AL 2014-02-09 If ever anyone is/was in the WRONG job this Bengt Holst is most definitely.

He's supposed to be CONSERVING life not killing baby animals. How on earth

can this be right, how can he EVER justify it - IT WAS MURDER OF A BABY

ANIMAL

Jorge Trevino Sanford, United States 2014-02-09 Why wasn't it given an opportunity to be set free in its natural environment.

The horror stories of zoos! I am not knowledgeable about the subject, but I

learned my lesson. WILL NEVER EVER RETURN TO A ZOO !!! THIS MADE

ME CRY A LOT !

Rene Schaap Landsmeer, Netherlands 2014-02-09 People that do not love animals should not work in a zoo

rita caldera Italy 2014-02-09 because the world needs respect

Andrew Wilkin Blunham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 The senseless killing by people that should know better should not be

tolerated!
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Catherine Caruso Lansing, IL 2014-02-09 NO JUSTIFICATION FOR THIS DEATH WHATSOEVER.  STUNNED IT

WOULD BE DONE IN FRONT OF CHILDREN, TOO.  BARBARIC!

Brenda Williams Huber Heights, OH 2014-02-09 Zoos are supposed to be there to protect animals not to kill them just because

they can.  This poor innocent baby giraffe should have been given to another

zoo.  Bengt Holst needs to go and never have another job in this field again.

Janka Krivkova Martin, Slovakia 2014-02-09 Woooow :-( .... am disgusted what is happening in this world...this is

unbelievably and absonant..kill helthy animal and infront of eyes of people

especialy kinds and asking money..this must be sick person who done this....

marsha drury ramsey st marys, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 shameful

Charmaine Kemp Kent, UK, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This zoo is utterly despicable. I hope Holst gets done over by a stampede of

giraffes.

elma winkel Zevenhuizen, ZH,

Nederland, Netherlands

2014-02-09 you dont kil a healty animal

salvina inglisa COLLEGNO, Italy 2014-02-09 x marius vogliamo giustizia xche e stata una morte orrenda e non si doveva

permettere tutto cio....

Jelena Radic Belgrade, Serbia 2014-02-09 its important for humanity, for peace on Earth...

Ruth Mitchell Topeka, KS 2014-02-09 This was simply horrific....I cannot imagine that there was not a zoo or a wildlife

preserve that would have gladly taken him!!! You are supposed to be the

PROTECTORS of wildlife...how DARE you!!!

Martin Haluska Košice, Košický kraj,

Slovenská republika,

Slovakia

2014-02-09 cruelty against defensless animals

Amie McGee Bend, OR 2014-02-09 This is a display of pure evil in front of children forming their identities. This is

the worst a person could do to these kids.

kirsty bowker edinburgh, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This person is clearly not looking out for the best interests of the animals at this

zoo. He should not be in charge of the welfare of animals, he should be gone

before he decides to kill other animals.

Dianne Kurtz Poinciana, FL 2014-02-09 To kill a young healthy giraffe that wasn't perfect,but he was a healthy baby.To

murder him,then butcher him was disgusting the way you did.

Jatara Wanner Danville, IN 2014-02-09 NO ANIMAL SHOULD BE KILLED IN THIS MANNER.  YOU HAD SO MANY

OFFERS FOR OTHER ZOOS TO TAKE HER BUT YET YOU KILLED HER

AND GUTTED HER IN FRONT OF SMALL CHILDREN AND FED TO HER

ANOTHER ANIMAL IN FRONT OF PEOPLE!! I HOPE YOU ARE CLOSED

DOWN!!!!!

Dani  Schwarz Stuttgart, Germany 2014-02-09 Kranke Welt! Warum müssen auch noch die Kinder dabei sein. Schäme

dich...Dänemark!

Harley Kills Enemy-

Hanna

Marion, United States 2014-02-09 This was a waste of life, it should never happened, especially when there was

a group willing to take him in.

Daniela palchetti sanfront  (cn), Italy 2014-02-09 SHAMEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!!!! DISGUSTING PEOPLE!!!!!!

debbie mitchell Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 shocking and barbaric and needs to be stopped

Joe Axt Frederick, MD 2014-02-09 This is so sad, I wish bent Holst could have worked with us so we could have

found this sweet Girafffe a forever home.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Dona Ceballos Sturtevant, WI 2014-02-09 Just because you can..doesn't mean you should!!  CAN YOU SAY MURDER?

YOU MURDERED A PERFECTLY GREAT ANIMAL...HE HAD NO DEFENSE

AND YOU TOOK HIM OUT!!!  NOT A PROFESSIONAL DECISION...BUT

NOW ONE NEEDS TO BE MADE TO BE SURE THIS NEVER HAPPENS

AGAIN...YOU NEED TO BE REMOVED!!!!

Margherita still Edinburgh, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 As a teacher I help children understand the importance of protecting life,

valuing nature and enjoying the wonder of the natural world. How can killing a

healthy animal that could be homed in another zoo fit with this.

Zbynek Potrusil Brno, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 We should embrace lives of all creatures on Earth. Killing healthy animals and

making a show of it cannot be taken as normal and cannot be accepted. This

man is the killer and sadistic weirdo.

Brenda-Lee Swanney Rancho Palos Verdes,

CA

2014-02-09 this is disgusting....they have no business having a zoo....

David Dudley Riverton, WY 2014-02-09 why didn't they send it to another zoo or have it steralized

Angeleah Smith Kettering, OH 2014-02-09 That Giraffe had every right to life and the decision to kill it and feed it to lions

rather than giving it to another zoo is despicable.

Rose Chapma Exmouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Sadists, and teaching children to be sadists too, they should be up for child

abuse, cruel, ugly people. Can't believe this in 2014.

Cheri & Jerry Pilant Omaha, NE 2014-02-09 This is a horrible practice.  There are other more humane alternatives.

liu wai ling N.T., Hong Kong 2014-02-09 Please  healthy  giraffe named  Marius  ,  was  killed  and feed him  the   lions

in  Copenhagen  zoo  in  Denmark  ,  please  respect  and  responsible

animals  alive,  this  is  wrong  and  no  fair ,  please  stop  it  and  close  the

Copenhagen  zoo  ,  thank  you

jennifer maiden Penrith, Australia 2014-02-09 This appalling and degenerate man should also be removed from Denmark's

animal ethics organisation. His science is that of Nazi racial purifiers and he

brings Denmark into utter contempt.

ROSANNA

SANGRIGOLI

milano, Italy 2014-02-09 Questa e' stata una decisione

inaccettabile!

ARJUN LAL SEN Mijas, Spain 2014-02-09 This is disgraceful, atrocious and barbaric.  You have helped us to understand

exactly  why zoos should  be closed down and abolished by law, because you

have treated a  sentient being of a high order (giraffe) as an unwanted ptoduct

in violation of the Treaty of Lisbon Article 13 and done it in full view of the

horrified public including many children.  I was unsure about zoos so long as

zoo cruelty seemed  to be a sad aspect of places like China and Indonesia.

Now I know that Denmark cannot be trusted, I want all zoos to be closed down

and will ask for it all my life.  You are a disgrace and a fool and you should

resign at once,  All the world knows about the cruelty of Danish whaling, along

with certain other countries, you can no longer get away with a Scandinavian

'clean image'  any more.

Mindi Cooper Decatur, IL 2014-02-09 This was senseless violence! There was at least one cash offer,and others to

take him into another zoo! it all boils down to this director craving blood,and by

God,he got it,at the cost of poor Marius. You will have to answer for this sooner

or later,you animal killer.Someone like this has NO business being involved

with animals in ANY capacity! Fire this murdering bum!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Magdalena Amgd Poland, Poland 2014-02-09 It's a crime. You takes healthy, young life, You play as god -who give you power

to decide ? don't cover by EAZA,please..Document of EAZA it's not a military

order, it's just EU rules- but you should have your  own mind and heart. Every

life belongs just and only to his owner,  human being or animal being. Not to

you. IMHO, a man who don't understand difference between euthanasia and

unreasonable killing - can't work with animals. What example for kids ? This

case tell them - economy and rules are more important than life, "superpluses"

must die. Shocked.

Carrie Smith New York, NY 2014-02-09 Barbaric and inhumane!

Pat Antal johnson city, NY 2014-02-09 This is sick...shame on Denmark.

marti Burgess Shertz, TX 2014-02-09 I don't like the killing of any animal

Aimee Corbett Bath, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I think it's absolutely disgusting that a zoo can get a way with this and there

reason that it's 'too prevent inbreeding' is ridiculous, have they not heard of

neutering?! Bengt Holst is a disgrace.

David Salter Exeter, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Public butchery in front of children completely unacceptable in any civilized

country

Tracey Taylor Goring, Oxon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This has sickened me beyond belief and should never be allowed to happen

again.

sharon coppejans netherlands, Netherlands 2014-02-09 you don' kill animals !!!

Christine Giannini Puyallup, United States 2014-02-09 Zoos should protect the animals they create, not murder them because they

are inbred.  This teaches children that animal rights are a matter of our

convenience :/

Natalie Borman Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Appalling when there were other options than a public execution and then to

dismember the poor soul and feed to the lions. Words fail me

Patrizia Cubitosi Modena, Italy 2014-02-09 Maledetto assassini dimissioni immediate e carcere !!!

Linda Fleming Cleveland, United States 2014-02-09 WTH!?!?! Just wow!

filippa cosentino Torino, Italy 2014-02-09 assassini!

Wilma Gagliardi torino, Italy 2014-02-09 vergogna!

julien jacob LAMBERSART, FL 2014-02-09 une honte !

Janet Moore Thornton, CO 2014-02-09 They could have bought MORE food by selling him than what he provided by

killing him + contaminated. Who owns a zoo that has this kind of mentality

about animals??!!

dumenil florine France 2014-02-09 This is a cruelle !!!

Lynne Thawley Doncaster, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 this man... a term a use loosely knew a home was available for this Giraffe but

still went ahead with this slaughter...he is NOT fit to be around Gods beautiful

creatures

Christina Morley Derby, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Have you never heard of neutering!!! disgusting waste of an animals life

Cathy Ferguson MAPLE RIDGE, Canada 2014-02-09 Cruelty to animals should not be tolerated in any society. Especially from those

who have been designated for their care in captivity.

NAGARJUNA

CHOWDARY

India 2014-02-09 its wrong

Klara Dolezalova Hradec Králové, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 kill healthy animal and sell ticket to execution? Even children could watch?

What we are for gods sake???

eddy franklin Batley, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 this is cruel and inhumane thank God I will NEVER visit your awful country

M o 2014-02-09 HOLST MUST BE FIRED. JUST DO IT. HE IS BARBARIC AND UNCIVIL TO

SHOW THIS THIS DANISH ONLOOKERS.
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Pennie Snow Dobson, NC 2014-02-09 wrong is wrong and this is just beyond wrong I have no words but STOP!!

Alain Maire St Jean de Linires, AL 2014-02-09 Le Danemark n'est pas une nation digne. Après la chasse à la baleine, les

tueries de Feroé, le Danemark montre son intérêt pour la nature !

Denmark is not a worthy nation. After hunting for the whale, slaughters the

Faroe one, Denmark shows its interest for nature!

diego  martinez mar del plata, Argentina 2014-02-09 Because it's wrong ! madness!

Anna Maria Ariaudo Italy 2014-02-09 Perchè è una barbarie....un delitto in piena regola....la vita VA RISPETTATA

CAPITO!!!! LA VITA VA RISPETTATA!!!!!!

ANNAMARIA

CORRADINI

Italy 2014-02-09 una vergogna !

Jason Dykas Oak Creek, WI 2014-02-09 Lets kill it instead of sterilizing it, those involved make me sick 7 I hang my

head for the humanity you represent!

Elżbieta Cisowska Warszawa, Poland 2014-02-09 Stop okrucieństwu!

vittoria  bondesan roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst devi crepare di un male terribile

Tanja Ahmed Munich, Germany 2014-02-09 You are disgusting! First you breed, then you kill and cut it into pieces in front of

children, that are then shown that animals are worth nothing. You killed a

precious life and give it to other animals to eat, which were his residence

fellows? I spit on you!!! I hate that I have to live with people like you on this

Earth!

Brian Selway leicester, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 If Zoos must keep animals captive, then they have an absolute duty of care to

these creatures. IF an animal is not required, it should never have been bred.

The fact that other zoos offered it a new home, and were denied further sickens

me. NOTHING about this tale gives me any confidence in Copenhagen zoo,

especially their scientific director. A man with no empathy should never work

with living creatures.

animal lover cumbria, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst I don't know how you can sleep at night, how could you put down a

healthy young innocent giraffe, just so cruel. Bengt Holst needs to go now

Lillia D. Las Vegas, NV 2014-02-09 You have no right NO RIGHT to kill healthy animals that you choose to keep in

your zoos.  Animals are our family, our past, our present, our future. You have

violated the trust that the animals you kept in captivity had in you. Dead animal

is not a spectacle it's a tragedy! Don't you see that????

antonella ,,,,,,,,,,,,, Italy 2014-02-09 deve essere mandavo via all'istante e deve essere punito spero che non trovi

più lavoro

Mariann Pinter Surrey, Canada 2014-02-09 Shame on you for killing a healthy, young animal when there were more viable

options to explore. Truly disgusting to have children watch the animal being

dissected!

How does this act correspond to  the Zoo's Mission Statement and Vision:

"Increase the interest in and the understanding of nature and its multitude

through experiences based on relevant, activating and entertaining education

and display."

"A company with high ethical standards."

Would you call this act "ethical" ?????????!!!!!!!

Christy Robertson Gray, LA 2014-02-09 It is vile what was done to this poor  animal!!!

Linda Hearn Tiverton, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 animal cruelty should not happen, so what he can't breed, castrate him and let

him live out his days in peace

antonio cecere Aversa, Italy 2014-02-09 per impedire che ad altri animali dello zoo succeda la stessa cosa

Charles Gordon Saltcoats, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This man must be sacked following the shocking barbaric treatment of a giraffe

lead to its untimely slaughter under pitiful reasoning.Go now Holst!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

sheliah miller brighton, TN 2014-02-09 zoo's are supposed to save animals not kill them in front of children! this zoo

should be shut down!!!

Francie van de Beek Amersfoort, Netherlands 2014-02-09 How can you raise such a beautiful animal just to slaughter it and feed it to the

lions while having the opportunity to send it to another zoo. This is a big shame

and causes me to never want to visit a zoo again and especially not the

Copenhagen Zoo.

Gaia Swan Portland, OR 2014-02-09 The scientific director's duty is to manage the mating of fertile specimens in the

park.  How did he fail to prevent Marius being born in the first place?  Or are

zoo directors so cynical and heartless that they would breed an unnecessary

but cute animal to boost attendance? This is a crime.

isabella rosetti chelmsford, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgraceful waste of a life when homes were found, and a spectical of killing for

entertainment.

jean muslun ramsgate, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 why does Denmark have to join all the other barbaric countries I thought the

Danish people were educated and nice but was SO wrong just sick

micaela ostoni Lugano, Switzerland 2014-02-09 siete delle merde umane

lilla  turturici nettuno(RM), HI 2014-02-09 Inciviltà e annullamento x ogni diritto umano

susanna susi torino, Italy 2014-02-09 schifosi maledetti

Susan Corlett Cudahy, WI 2014-02-09 shame! shame! shame!

Anna Phillimore Worcestershire, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 All gods creatures are sacred!

Sharron Duncan-

Laplante

Winchester, Canada 2014-02-09 This is inhuman and disgusting and skinning it and carving him up infront of

kids is disgusting are you people who did this all mad !

mirela hazbi athens, Greece 2014-02-09 love

Laura Iamundo Cinque Frondi, Italy 2014-02-09 via dalle palle stronzo!!

Louis Eagle Warrior Owings Mills, MD 2014-02-09 Disgusting. reprehensible.

The right thing to do would be to do the same to him and his immediate family.

Tracey Marsh Portsmouth, AA 2014-02-09 because hes a murderer

Tory joyce Co Cork, Ireland 2014-02-09 This was so cruel and vile, shame on you for killing magnus.

lenora perry derby, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 there is enough sadness in the world without you adding to it

BARBARA COLE MASON, OH 2014-02-09 OMG!!!!!   YOU PEOPLE ARE INSANE MONSTERS........

Patrizia Maffei Charleroi, Belgium 2014-02-09 Fanculo!!!

angelo rum porto torres, Italy 2014-02-09 un animale ha diritto quanto noi tutti

PINA FRISENDA Cariati, Italy 2014-02-09 Esseri completamente privi di facolta' cognitive....

kirsten Massebeau cannon beach, OR 2014-02-09 What you have done is cruel and wrong. Another zoo would have taken Marius

the baby. Resign!

Jan Lewis Oxon, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 we pay for zoo's to protect animals these days not totally abuse them

Claire Ferguson Portsmouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This beautiful creatures should have be protected not PTS for the sake of  its

background, shame on everyone evolved in this matter!!

Mikael Natzke Germany 2014-02-09 Je schneller desto besser.

joanne woodhall conwy, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 because its such a crime against nature and there was absolutely no need for

this what-so-ever.  Just plain cruelty

michela cesaro Mediglia, Italy 2014-02-09 Zoo's Scientific Director fuck off

Anna Celinska Warsaw, Poland 2014-02-09 It's cruel to put off healthy animals, just because someone doesn't need them.

cheryl bush brixham, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 UNACCEPTABLE CRUELTY!!!
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Mike Levenson Eccleston, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Zoos are meant to protect our wildlife, not murder them.

Eliška Šťásková Trutnov, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 it´s really bad

andrew birch wath upon dearne,

United Kingdom

2014-02-09 It is never right to put a healthy animal down!!

corry verspuij delft, Netherlands 2014-02-09 shut this place for ever!! just like they did with Marcus!! shame shame shame!!!

vincent B woodland hills, CA 2014-02-09 It's absolutely appalling and not to mention senseless that a beautiful creature

had to be put down over such idiotic reasons!

Federica Esu Roma, Italy 2014-02-09 This is a murder

Diana Šlechtová Luže, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 Strange anymals should be saved, not killed!!!!!

Cheryl Thomas Salem, OR 2014-02-09 We humans have no right ot do this horrible thing and to include children is just

abuse.

John Erickson Anaheim, CA 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst must resign. This is disgusting and not a leader of a zoo or

anything else.

Linda Warren Wilkes-Barre, PA 2014-02-09 Because it's cruel , assinine , revolting , disgusting , horrible , and I'm really

pissed .

Ana Morris LV, NV 2014-02-09 NAZI GERMANY IS ALIVE AND WELL IN DENMARK. SHAME ON YOU!!!

Eleanor Redden Leicester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is completely unjust and no-one has this right. This is a disgraceful

example of mankind. I god forsaken example.

James Parkes Birmingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 MURDER of animals in his Zoo with his authorisation !!!!!!!

PATRICIA JAROSZ CHICAGO, IL 2014-02-09 Cruel barbaric killing of animals must stop !  The people involved in this killing

must have their jobs taken away. !  Shame on Denmark for such cruelty

Diana Hawkins Geneva, United States 2014-02-09 I do not understand the reason for killing this baby animal...I realize that the

other animals must be fed but the bottom line is is that a few hundred kilograms

of meat should not be more important than a life..there were places that offered

to take this soul and the question is why was he still murdered? I hope that the

murder in front of young children does not turn young children into another

generation of un caring humans.  bottom line is that these people showed their

true selves all it is about is the profit of the zoo and nothing else. Please fire all

of those people who made such a terrible decision to put profit before life. Their

excuses are lame and lie on the floor as garbage..I would have rather seen

them laying there as garbage rather than them calling Marius garbage

Jürgen Münster Schelklingen, Germany 2014-02-09 Bastards !!

Jacquie Maiden Stratford on Avon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 You keep this poor animal alive in your Zoo , and then play God when it

becomes surplus to requirement.... SHAME ON YOU
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kristine stabrawa chancellor, SD 2014-02-09 Have u no heart or soul?  Why kill a baby giraffe for no reason ? Free lion

food?   Healthy happy baby of just over a year.  Would u do that to a human

??????

I am disgusted and wish u only bad Have u no heart or soul?  Why kill a baby

giraffe for no reason ? Free lion food?   Healthy happy baby of just over a year.

Would u do that to a human

??????

I am disgusted and wish u only bad luck and that u are forced to shut down

soon!!!!!  U have horrible press and petitions are everywhere people will

boycott !!!!

Cutting the baby up in front of CHILDREN?  Creating serial killer mentality!!!!!

What has happened to the heart ansd souls of people like u?

Have u no remorse?

Emotional Pain sadness regret

And lack of profit

I hope u are all filled with it

This is pathetic

Wake up!!!!!! U took a LIFE!!! Every creature holds its own life as important and

u or I do!!!

Compassion

!!!! Where has your morality gone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sickened and disgusted!

Kristine luck and that u are forced to shut down soon!!!!!  U have horrible press

and petitions are everywhere people will boycott !!!!

Cutting the baby up in front of CHILDREN?  Creating serial killer mentality!!!!!

What has happened to the heart ansd souls of people like u?

Have u no remorse?

Emotional Pain sadness regret

And lack of profit

I hope u are all filled with it

This is pathetic

Wake up!!!!!! U took a LIFE!!! Every creature holds its own life as important and

u or I do!!!

Compassion

!!!! Where has your morality gone!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Sickened and disgusted!

Kristine

Dimitris Papakonstantis Aberdeen, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 We ought to look after those in our care. They depend on us for survival. If it is

not financially viable the you shouldn't have a zoo.

Roberto Taroni albinea, Italy 2014-02-09 Simple ... you are killer !
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Sean Klein Calgary, Canada 2014-02-09 Cruel and pointless

Arja Tappola Vantaa, Finland 2014-02-09 Brutal and shows no respect for the dead animal.

Emanuela Ciobanu Iași, Romania 2014-02-09 SHAME ON YOU

Trish O Donovan cork, Ireland 2014-02-09 No Animal should be killed, mistreat ,abused or experimented on

Martin Kunte Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 I ask about the evisceration of the man in the photo. Thank you

Shirley Blackham Doncaster, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This man should not only lose his job, he should be put in jail as well.  What he

did to that poor Giraffe was cruel and heartless.  It should be regarded and

dealt with as animal abuse at its worst as there was no valid reason for killing

the giraffe.  I thought the idea of Zoo's was to preserve wildlife...not feed it to

other animals in the Zoo ??  Its a disgrace.

Helena Frangogiannis Miami, United States 2014-02-09 Monster who also thinks that the actions to save  Marius went "much too far"!!!!

Fire this creep!

Bonnie Daut Covington, WA 2014-02-09 you are nothing less then a Subhuman of hell. WE NEED TO RESPECT LIFE

NOT MURDER IT IN FRONT OF CHILDREN. HOW IS THIS WORLD TO

HEAL AND MORE FORWARD WITH SUCH EVIL AS YOU IN THE

WORLD...MURDER!

michela varo Italy 2014-02-09 non si puo' non fermare queste crudelta' gratuite !!!! BASTA UCCISIONI

INUTILI ,CRUDELTA' SU ANIMALI INDIFESI !!!!! BASTA

Pavlina Poláková Liběšice, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 Je to nechutné. A lidi co na to koukají i s dětma, to jsou opravdu nehorázní

Idioti. Každopádně je to k zamyšlení, jak může takový člověk řídit Zoo, jaké

zvíře bude příště?

j md notts, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I thought Danes were educated ???. Obviously not!, disgusting.

Jackie O'Galligan Capel Saint Mary, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am absolutely disgusted and horrified about the poor giraffe.  Hang your head

in shame. Evil !

Fabio Salati Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 disgusting danish zoo full of murderers

vanessa danckaert Dunkerque, France 2014-02-09 on ne peut pas faire souffrir d animaux comme sa alors qu'il ne le merité pas il

doiven étre puni pr sa

Gabriela Juhosova Dunajska Streda,

Slovakia

2014-02-09 please, let them LIVE !!!!!!!!!!!!!  dont kill the animals !!!!!!!!!!!

Daphne Kuiper Almere, FL, The

Netherlands, Netherlands

2014-02-09 omdat ik het zinloos vind om gezonde dieren om het leven te brengen

Miriam Keeble Ipswich, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Because there was no need for him to die. He could have had a happy life

living somewhere else.

Marie Delanchy Sainte-Croix-de-

Volvestre, France

2014-02-09 Des espèces qui vont disparaître , on se doit de les protéger et non des les

tuer pour une histoire de gênes, et en public en plus. Je suis outrée,

scandalisée, mais où sont donc passées les valeurs de l'être humain qui se

prend pour Dieu à présent?

Sarka Bajerova Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 animal protections laws?

Angela Cotton coleford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 should not be allowed, no need for it

Darlene Wagner Canal Wichester, OH 2014-02-09 This treatment is insane and inhumane! This human is not deserving to care for

animals!

lorraine pattrick BURY, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 why was this done in public in front of children? THis should never of

happenend he was offered a home

Amy de Vries The Netherlands,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 For the well-beiing of animals. Respect and finding solutions!
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Serena Gatti Ferrara, Italy 2014-02-09 i strongly demand the resignation of this horrible human being, compltely

disrespectful towards life. no words can describe such a cruelty.

Andrew Smith Budapest, Hungary 2014-02-09 Threat every animal with the highest compassion possible! It was is just totally

unacceptable!

Greca Schafler New Brunswick, NJ 2014-02-09 Please, help animals and show compassion and respect. We want to live in a

humane and civilized society.

Gabriella Falcomatà Reggio Calabria, Italy 2014-02-09 big

Mark Barron Yateley, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 They should have sent elsewhere to live/

Tamás Balogh Miskolc, Hungary 2014-02-09 Cause Bengt Holst is a psychopath asshole, kill him too

Francesca Reitano Sacramento, CA 2014-02-09 Given that there was an international outcry, and a UK facility was trying to

acquire this baby, this inhumane killing is doubly reprehensible.

Jean Stewart Dundee, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Barbaric, sickening, disgusting act of murder of a healthy, young animal today.

You should hang your head in shame. Resignation is the least you should do.

There were offers to re-home this beautiful, young animal but you chose to

slaughter it in public.....you should not be involved with animals at any level.

Nicholas Boardman Milton Ernest, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Countless offers were made to house this young giraffe; there was no reason

whatsoever to do this. And I'm still trying to work out what the **** "genetically

sound" is supposed to mean.

Nistor Dumitru Valencia, Romania 2014-02-09 Everyone has the right to live free.  :(

Silke Hüttmann Möttingen, Germany 2014-02-09 bitte helft mit eurem Namen...

Leonie Jansen Anna Paulowna,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 This is not good!!!

Nikki gilbert carmarthenshire, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusting, he had a place to go!!!

teresa given southampton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A beautiful animal murdered.

loredana masiero iseo (brescia), Italy 2014-02-09 E' un'onta che vi resta addosso, signori danesi, questa è stata una grandissima

porcheria, che nessuno, con testa e sentimenti, vi perdonerà mai.

formolo teresa carnieres, CO 2014-02-09 signer

lucchini raffaella Italy 2014-02-09 siete dei barbari nonchè MOSTRIIIII!!!!!!

unal tasci perrysburg, OH 2014-02-09 stop  kill animal..no  zoo..

isa ronzitti Brescia, Italy 2014-02-09 no coment

Anne Saladino Albuquerque, NM 2014-02-09 What Holst did is unacceptable and he should never be allowed to work around

or with animals again.

Linda MacDonald Neath, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 So cruel to a dumb animal who could I am sure have been homed somewhere

else

maria concetta raho Italy 2014-02-09 Buttatelo fuori e poi in galera..Assassino..

Joachim Stollhof Germany 2014-02-09 Unbelievable! It´s terrific.. how cruel are some humans!!

Kelly Roske Boulder, Mexico 2014-02-09 Animals need to be free!

Hella Stam-v/d Waals Heerhugowaard,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 it's a crazy way to  shoot a animal that is healthy

legrain jimmy Bayenghem-lès-

Seninghem, France

2014-02-09 bande de sale bâtard honteux de faire ça



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Cynthia Huspeka Toronto, Canada 2014-02-09 I am DISGUSTED that you murdered 6 month old healthy Marius for NO

justifiable reason. It is sheer stupidity and cruelty to slaughter a healthy young

animal simply because you deem it "okay" to do so. There were OTHER

options that would have saved this animal and would have shown your mercy

and compassion for the animals in your care. Instead, you chose cruelty and

money. I hope your zoo closes down and that people NEVER visit this place. I

feel sorry for the animals in your care. I would NEVER EVER visit your zoo

based on your DISGUSTING business practices. I will encourage others to do

the same. Do not think that people will ever forget this, because we won't.. and

we won't ever forgive you either.

Peggy Shuping Bessemer, MI 2014-02-09 Murder, just murder of an innocent!

Anke Bankston Germany 2014-02-09 Why the hell do you breed at all? There was the possibility to castrate the

animal but you are just not  ready to feed him and to spend money for a

castrat. Shame on you!

Chad Bailey Ocala, FL 2014-02-09 Force this fucker to resign!!!!

loredana lory Italy 2014-02-09 ......vergognaaaaaaaaaaaaa!!!

Daniela Lourdes Falanga Pompei, Italy 2014-02-09 Perché è innaturale uccidere un essere vivente per niente.

annette ramaekers Tongeren, Vlaams

Gewest, België, Belgium

2014-02-09 because animals have rights to!!!

susan scott reading, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 i cannot beleive this was done in front of children.they will become desenstised

to brutality ,and then we wonder how people can torture and murder babies.we

must teach compassion and respect foe ALL living beings.

rosy Tortomasi Italy 2014-02-09 giustizia .

caterina d'Auria Tonezza del Cimone,

Italy

2014-02-09 Shame!!! It's just a shame!!!

Karina Hansen Rynkeby, Denmark 2014-02-09 It's not acceptable to kill a healthy young giraffe, when he could have had a

good life i another zoo!

Aneta Balážová Prague, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 I´m vegetarian and i love animals. I hate this inhumane acts.

Marisa Tassinari Villafranca in Lunigiana,

Italy

2014-02-09 because you cannot play God! the lame excuse that there is no place for this

giraffe is just too incredible. Let's kill then about 1/3 of the world human

population because we are destroying the world as there is not enough food for

everybody!

Tina Linden Malaga, Spain 2014-02-09 I will never ever visit Denmark after this. So sorry, there was another way to

resolve this, too.

Legrand Johan France 2014-02-09 Scandaleux de voir ça pour un zoo. Faut l'abattre aussi cet enculé

Diane McNally Victoria, Canada 2014-02-09 Resignation woudl be a start. Zoos everywhere need to plan to close through

attrition. The Victorian times  attitude that animals are exotic objects  that we

can visit for entertainment is past due to end."conservation" is a joke while

habitat is destroyed everywhere as the direct result of unchecked human

reproduction.

Nancy Stoddart Loa Angeles, CA 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst should resign

Lucie Vaclavikova Detenice, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 Fuck You Zoo Kodaň

Rachel Walker Goderich, Canada 2014-02-09 this is senseless and just plain wrong!!!!!

Blanka Wildt CZ, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 o my good, poor baby, this is something absolutely horrible, bastards

Nelly Quemard Paris, France 2014-02-09 Honte au zoo de Copenhague !!! SHAME

J Herrera San Jose, CA 2014-02-09 Shameful. There were alternatives. Zoos should stand for animal conservation.
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Erika Faccini Frascati (Roma), Italy 2014-02-09 Gratuit athrocity of humans on an innocent animal. Sadic and voyerist audience

that brought there also children to assist to this unaccepted non-sense show.

The director of the zoo refused the proposal of a couple of zoo that proposed

him to send the giraffe to their zoo, for saving it from the gratuit death. But he

prefered to kill it. Why?

Deborah Bormet Gold Canyon, AZ 2014-02-09 Outrageous that this zoo killed a healthy giraffe and fed it to the lions. 20-30

animals are killed each yr. at this slaughterhouse he calls a zoo. Holst needs to

go!

john gill havercroft, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This makes your country look savage. In order to restore your image in the light

of this barbaric act, see to it that the lunatic zoo keeper 'resigns'

Kaja NIka Weber Celje, Slovenia 2014-02-09 Stop animal cruelity

MARY GROSHONG Shoreline, WA 2014-02-09 Why does it always have to be the innocent that fall?

Gabor Erdelyi Nagytarcsa, Hungary 2014-02-09 i'm a human with responsible. i'd like better future for our children.

Silvia Zans Essen, Germany 2014-02-09 I can´t understand this. Why kill an 

healthy animal. How can parents bring their kids to watch this?

Cristian Santanafessa Italy 2014-02-09 Nessun essere puo' decidere per la vita di un altro!!!

BOO SHEASLEY ashtabula, OH 2014-02-09 This place needs to be shut down for their lack of compassion toward

animals.Why could`nt they neuter him? In front of children? What a bunch of

pigs.

Heidi Tell Albany, NY 2014-02-09 This was absolutely disgusting.

Lucy Nadeau Yulee, FL 2014-02-09 If a zoo cannot maintain the health of its animals with a diet prepared of food

brought INTO THE ZOO not BY KILLING OTHER ZOO ANIMALS then it

should be dismantled.  It is a TRAVESTY that this perfectly healthy giraffe was

murdered because of a heartless zoo director that has no business being one.

The "job" of a zoo today is to enlighten the public about the plight of wild

animals.....in my opinion they should NOT EXIST AT ALL BECAUSE OF

PEOPLE LIKE THIS IDIOT WHO USE THEIR "POWER" TO DESTROY

BEAUTIFUL ANIMALS WHO ARE THERE BY NO FAULT OF THEIR OWN.

Martine Mason newcastle upon tyne,

United Kingdom

2014-02-09 Someone trying to make a name for himself.

Shanti Kriens Lebanon, OR 2014-02-09 hes just a baby!

john gill havercroft, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 they breed to have cute baby animals so people will pay to see them. That is

why the breeding took place. As it was not done carefully resulting in an inbred

offspring, those at fault should have been sacked and the poor animal given

sanctuary. What a disgrace. Beyond contempt!

Katherine Hender Portishead, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is a disgraceful way to treat such a beautiful animal

Christel Maiwald Oldenburg, Germany 2014-02-09 As an educator I am teaching children to develop compassion for all beings

and respect life. Exposing them to this event cruelty against an innocent animal

is appalling and promoting violence.

Amy Baker Grove City, OH 2014-02-09 Zoos should preserve life not extinguish it.

Maureen O'Malley-

Gibbons

Mayo, Ireland 2014-02-09 Resign immediately.  Absolutely appalled at what's happened.

Jackie Syms Barry, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 It's disgusting and should have been stopped.

Marco Fonti Rimini, Italy 2014-02-09 Guilty of a stupid and pointless murder.

Debby Rogers Salt Lake City, UT 2014-02-09 This teaches children that life is not precious and murder and torture are

acceptable AND IT IS NOT!! NOT OF ANY LIVING CREATURE!
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michael vickery saffron walden essex,

United Kingdom

2014-02-09 it should still be allowed to live

no matter whot

Jan Muralt Lancaster, OH 2014-02-09 Purely ANIMAL ABUSE. This animal was not to be hunted and killed. It was to

be cared for.

Katie Jenkins Lancaster, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This man should never be allowed to work with animals again!

Jim May Sheffield, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 this is needless murder when other zoos would have taken it

Chris Montgomery Rotherham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because humans are the most disgusting species on this planet so the less

bottom of the barrel scum that we allow to have any involvement with animals

that there are, the better it will be.

Jana Kincl Germany 2014-02-09 How can anyone like him work with animals? He should be fired immediately!

Daniela Ascani Brebbia, Italy 2014-02-09 This is the most shocking thing humans can do. It is pure murder!! I just do not

get it why why why evil person who made this decision how can they be in

charge of zoo animals. Get rid of this person....murder.

Andra Florina Varzaru Bolzano, Italy 2014-02-09 let's feet the lions with Bengt Holst!!!

Franck RAMOS France 2014-02-09 This zoo is an awful exemple for children. A swedish zoo offered to keep this

animal alive. Why maintain is death ? Awful zoo. Stupid managers...

Neil Baker Manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgusting behavior to an innocent animal.

Tammy Jenkinson Pukekohe, New Zealand 2014-02-09 This is totally unacceptable in a place where animals should be protected. Sick

snd disgusting to make a spectacle of it in front of an audience.

Francesco Castaldo Italy 2014-02-09 Unbelievable a director can't find a different solution than killing a living

creature.

Lenka Mejsnarova Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 It's cruel and senseless killing of helpless animal. Such a man shouldn't work

with animals at all!!!!

Giovanni Regina Italy 2014-02-09 è stata un'azione che va di pari passo con una vita troppo facile.

Alex Johnston Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Truly disgusting supremacist act. Reminds me of a particular event in history

when millions were murdered because of their genes...

Why wasn't Marius simply neutered if the prevention of inbreeding was the

justification of his death?!

sandra SERRI France 2014-02-09 tonight I am sad, sad for Marius and your country! J hope that your manager

will dismiss for having committed a barbaric act on an animal healthy and in

addition, the idea of an autopsy in front of children is madness!! What happens

in  your zooo

Meryl Pinque Bangor, United States 2014-02-09 Animals are sentient beings.

Stop exploitation and murder!

Go vegan.

Lenka Pitrmanova Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 stupid director

Jane Fortes Leeds, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 this was a barbaric unneccessary act of pure cruelty

Olivia Morelock Louisville, CO 2014-02-09 Because I LOVE animals.

Chiara Amati Italy 2014-02-09 IT'S A SHAME!!!!!

ALISON HOLMES LANCASHIRE, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 this utterly disgraceful he should be sacked
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Roger Green Llandysul, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Every animal is important no one person can play God.

Francesca Signorello Cisterna di Latina, Italy 2014-02-09 “The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its

animals are treated” - Mahatma Gandhi

cindy travis Murfreesboro, TN 2014-02-09 Senseless killing. No reason for it!

Nancy Rogeria Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 2014-02-09 Barbarics. Criminals. Heartless. AND in front of children... what are they doing?

Georgia Axtell-Powell Leighton Buzzard, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am disgusted and outraged by the barbaric treatment of the young giraffe.

Unnecessary and blood thirsty work of a scientific director - as a civilised

human being I believe he doesn't deserve a job near animals!

Charles Tartaglia Cranston, United States 2014-02-09 They are barbarians.  This is bullshit.  You killed that baby fo no reason.  They

had offers to let him go elsewhere.   You guys are sick POS!

Sykvie DUFOSSE France 2014-02-09 HONTE A L'HOMME !!!!!!!!!!

Terry Delasalle Basildon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 We should be preserving these animals not killing them

monica pagnin Italy 2014-02-09 perchè una cosa drl genere nn deve piu succedere si alle dimissioni del

direttore .addio Marius

Dario Colombo Castano Primo, Italy 2014-02-09 Only one word....criminal. Lot of shame for you!

arianna gede Firenze, Italy 2014-02-09 I hope this man goes bankrupt, it looks like it is the only way he can learn. I

cannot believe with every effort and external help offered to rescue this baby

giraffe all he could think is to execute him. He does not deserve to run a

"business". He must get a restraining order to stay away from any animal! And

from children! What is he teaching them???? SOOOO unnecessary, I am

shocked, saddened to say the least.

laura stermieri Pinerolo, Italy 2014-02-09 Assassini

Kristina Pocaite Roskilde County,

Denmark

2014-02-09 there were less cruel ways of complying with the law.

Gabriella Stojan Milano, Italy 2014-02-09 HORROR!

Axel Deletroy France 2014-02-09 Stop animal genocid !!

Mara Bianchi Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 Non si può sopportare questa gestione fallimentare che ha deciso

barbaramente di uccidere un essere vivente inerme ed indifeso senza tentare

strenuamente il reinserimento nell'habitat naturale!

GIOVANNA RUBINO

GIOVANNA RUBINO

Ventimiglia di Sicilia, Italy 2014-02-09 bestie

Karen Pittenger Arvada, CO 2014-02-09 The killing of this friend just brought into sharp relief that zoos are completely

pointless. We are trying to evolve here, and zoos are part of the old thinking

holding the whole world back.

CHILLEMI STEPHANIE Florence, Italy 2014-02-09 against animals and LIFE rights... they could give the giraffe in another

european zoo and not to kill it... it's so disgusting... i don't admitt this from a

director and i don't admitt this from anybody

Claudia Paulato Italy 2014-02-09 It was a LIFE !!!

Cristiana Bassi Italy 2014-02-09 Pensavo che foste un paese civile, da prendere come esempio. Neanche in

Italia avremmo saputo fare di peggio. Complimenti.

S Sims farnham, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 animal rights

patrizia salvi Italy 2014-02-09 It is not a good example for anybody, especially for children!!! blame on you,

director! 
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Sarah forteza Palma de Mallorca,

Spain

2014-02-09 Bengt Holst must be punished for this crime and this sadistic show!! 

Stop being the scientific director, inhabilitate him to work with Animals!!

Children watching!!! Crazy Copenhangen!! Crazy, sick and insane Zoos!!!!

Danielle Pilloni Balk, Italy 2014-02-09 Stupid! No reason to kill an animal. Help was offered. The Zoo has to stay a

safe place for all the animals.

Carla Irvine Kelowna, BC, Canada 2014-02-09 This is just horrible

alberto pietra caprina Livorno, Italy 2014-02-09 criminale

Riccardo Mannini Italy 2014-02-09 SHAME ON YOU!!!!!!!!

Paula Schneider Virginia Beach, VA 2014-02-09 Fire this sick, demented piece of crap - and anyone else who participated in the

senseless slaughter of this beautiful sentient being.

Grazia Bosco Hong Kong, Germany 2014-02-09 È amorale, non é etico,, é bestiale, é criminale, é assurdo. Vergogna!!!!!

Glenda Semprucci Riccione, Italy 2014-02-09 poor angel.. victim of a legal assassin.

Catherine Degney Rotherham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because an animal was unnecessarily killed for no reason

Dorothy Laming Poulton Le fylde, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgusting and cruel, HOW COULD YOU :(

Ewelina Gutowska-

Kozielska

Gdańsk, Poland 2014-02-09 People with no moral values should have no power over the lives of animals

P M Truro, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 A disgusting act of barbarism that was totally needless.

Dave Mitchell Wellesbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A healthy animal was killed. Then it was cut up in front of children. These

actions are not the actions of a zoo that understands the implications in terms

of public reaction to this zoo and zoos around the world.

MARIANO JORGE

DAMIAN PALOMINOI

Lima, Peru 2014-02-09 Because it is a evil and stupidity, kill defenseless animals and also teach them

the cruelty to children.

Julie Axtell-powell Leighton Buzzard, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is barbaric. He says make way fir a genetically important giraffe. Traits of

Adolf Hitler here. I'm appalled!

Tammie White San Francisco, CA 2014-02-09 Shame on him. He needs to go.

giuliana camillucci Italy 2014-02-09 perche Bengt Holst non ha il diritto di decidere sulla vita o morte degli animali ..

roberta bosco Siracusaville, Italy 2014-02-09 la razza umana fa schifo!

Cliff Barrett Dartford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Inhumane

Pietro Olivero Italy 2014-02-09 Vergognaaa !!!!

belinda day sudbury, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 am an animal lover and find this totally abhorrant!!!!!! especially as Marius had

been offered a home at a uk zoo

Suzie Clippinger ROGERS, AR 2014-02-09 We are calling for The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director

.Copenhagen zoo in Denmark

nicole joncas Glen Robertson, Ontario,

Canada

2014-02-09 cruelty matters

ILEANA CONTI Italy 2014-02-09 save the animal, save the word!

paul burton exeter, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Its not what Zoo's should be doing

Ron Thompson Lakeview, OH 2014-02-09 This beautiful animal did not have to die.

Marilyn Charters Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am sick of you people playing God and deciding which of these poor

creatures are killed - you should not have bred for him to have been born if he

was excess to your requirements. You are wicked and should resign NOW.

Shame on you!
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Justin Gorney Denton, TX 2014-02-09 This is despicable.

barriere brigitte cusset, France 2014-02-09 scandalous

barbara  pimlott disley, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 How can a place supposedly caring for animals do this and shot in front of

children SICK!!!

VIVIANA SCARAVAGGI Italy 2014-02-09 it's  incredible that such individuals are allowed to live on earth

Alison Stokes Dublin, Ireland 2014-02-09 UTTERLY HORRIFIC.

Teresa Correia Johannesburg, South

Africa

2014-02-09 This is morally disgusting! To killa young healthy animal in this manner, dissect

it in front of children and feed it to lions shows the level of human beings that

are managing Copenhagen Zoo. Shame on you!

Carol Ford St. Augustine, FL 2014-02-09 That is outrageous, and inhumane, beyond belief! This person..should never,

ever have the opportunity to work with animals..given his complete lack of

compassion and ethics.

Maija Johansson Malmö, Sweden 2014-02-09 Shame on you, kill a perfectly healthy animal, for what

m  pearce paignton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Barbaric.  I'm sure you have lost many visitors due to this vile act.

Lisa Bond Washington, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgraceful, Homes were offered, no excuse for doing this and in front of

children is outrageous

Steve Apted St Austell, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is butchery, pure and simple.  The excuse, "surplus to requirements"

should put a chill in everyone's hearts.

Federica Natili Italy 2014-02-09 No human can decide the life or death of any anilam on heart !

joanna burt st columb major, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Its absolutely disgusting they slaughtered this poor baby. Other zoos were

willing to take Marius on, this didn't have to happen. RIP Marius

Tone Rosen Skövde, Sweden 2014-02-09 idioti!

Bruno Colombo Paris, France 2014-02-09 Life is live. Nobody has the right to stop it

xondra galvez Caracas, Venezuela,

Bolivarian Republic of

2014-02-09 This is just another show of how humanity can be senselessly cruel to other

living beings. The director of the Zoo should be fired and the Zoo itself needs to

be closed in order to not remain a savage, senseless species. For Marius and

for ourselves as species: boycott down the Copenhagen Zoo!

Heleen de Boer Middelburg, Netherlands 2014-02-09 You do NOT kill a healthy animal!

Shaun Ewings Plymouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This zoo has used this giraffe as a spectacle, and has not made a serious effort

to demonstrate constructive conservation.

Meagan Ramos Brownsville, TX 2014-02-09 That beautiful young giraffe was living a good and healthy life and killed for

stupid reasons. It could've been taken to another zoo so it could live and it was

killed and then cut up in front of a crowd that included children to see the

mutilated body be fed to lions. This is disgusting and unethical no matter what

policy states. This man should not be in the care or be responsible for the life of

animals

ciliegia rucola Italy 2014-02-09 vergogna!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

sarah  strong-adams walnut creek, CA 2014-02-09 This act was truly barbaric. It is the moral responsibility of the zoo to care and

protects it's animals. How irresponsible was it to bring a life into the world and

then destroy it so brutally. Shame on the whole zoo!!

Martina Vavrikova Strážnice, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 because I love animals!

Nancy K BoZ, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Crazy world we live in !
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kathy hallinan san francisco, CA 2014-02-09

Petitioning Bengt Holst,

The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in

Denmark

christiane cuyvers villajoyosa, Spain 2014-02-09 was there really NO OTHER OPTION??? or was that just the cheapest and

easiest solution???  I doubt it!!   :(((

Monika Fisher WEYMOUTH, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 "If he was inbred, he should never have been conceived in the first place -

DUMMKOPF !!"

lasse classon Hallsberg, Sweden 2014-02-09 Detta är ju groteskt utfört.

Jacqueline Henthorn Stalybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 What an absolute disgrace, a young animal destroyed because he was suplus

to requirements, he was offered a home with other zoo's, WHY was this offer

not taken up ?

Therese Andersson Skottorp, Sweden 2014-02-09 Dette är sinnessygt!!!!!!!!!

simona scalia Italy 2014-02-09 VERGOGNA!!!!!un animale così pacifico e bello,che motivo c' era di essere

così brutali e poi davanti a tutti quei bambini!!!Ci vuole rispetto x la vita!!!

Marja van Vredendaal Haarlem, Netherlands 2014-02-09 Disgusting ..murdering a young and healthy giraf ..there was another place to

bring him ..now murdered!! Such a shame!!

Laetitia Devos Charleroi, Belgium 2014-02-09 je suis contre la cruauté envers les animaux

Josef Matyáš Nachod, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 totally disagree!The animal is not a thing, why you kill healthy animals?!

emilie ferron vanves, France 2014-02-09 shame on you sick people... really sad! MANIPULATION!!!

Alessia Corazza Italy 2014-02-09 No comment!

Josephine Hance Utica, NY 2014-02-09 This poor giraffe did not have a chance. It WAS wrong to shoot him in front of

children and then skin him and feed him to the lions. WRONG - WRONG

carole percival ripon, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 we lose enough animals this is barbaric

Mary Houghton Ivybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is beyond belief - offers from another zoo for a home for - what is wrong

with you????  Sack the person responsible!!!!

carol Atkinson Whetstone, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 He should be shot with a bolt gun and fed to the lions!

Nancy Loef Brecht, Belgium 2014-02-09 This is not normal , what did Marius did wrong to diserve to die ? Why didn't

give Marius a second chance in an other zoo ? So unbelievable !!!!!!!!

Andrew Hayden Mexborough, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Bengt Holst and the zoo are an absolute disgrace. Huge shame on everyone

involved with this.

Jane Kennedy Stroud, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 He is a vile individual and had so many chances to save Marius but couldn't be

man enough to back down. No Compassion. Get him out.

Antonella Sinopoli Boissano, Italy 2014-02-09 perchè è pura folloa disumana

matilde vecchiarelli roma, Italy 2014-02-09 bastardoooooooo

Fersen Byron parma, United States 2014-02-09 PER SALVARE MARIUS LE NOSTRE FIRME NON SONO SERVITE AD UNA

BEATA MINCHIA... VEDIAMO SE SERVIRANNO ADESSO!

Giuliana Brigatti Luino, Italy 2014-02-09 Non solo dimissioni......Penserei a qualcosa di peggio per quel bastardo

immondo!!

Oğuz Kaan Kırklareli, Turkey 2014-02-09 onlarda yaşayan bir varlık ve onlarda düşünebilir hissedebilir bu yapılan bir

cinayettir

Greig Cranfield Auckland, New Zealand 2014-02-09 Scum.
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cheryl kight ellabel, GA 2014-02-09 BECAUSE GOD, DID NOT MAKE BEAUTIFUL ANIMALS FOR OTHERS TO

EAT! I HOPE U ALL ROT IN HELL!

Pamio Antonella Marcon-Venezia, Italy 2014-02-09 Vergogna per quello che è stato fatto a Marcus

Delia Schamsai Hamburg, Germany 2014-02-09 Take Action

martina giuliani Monte Caminetto, Italy 2014-02-09 Perché mi fa schifo lui e tutte le persone che hanno assistito all assassinio!!!

Barry gordon glenfarg, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Still in shock over these images.Disgusting what they did to this animal.

Faith Nicholson London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 The protection of animals is paramount.  This was a senseless and brutal

killing.  If they didn't want the animal it could have gone to an alternative zoo

who were only too happy to have the animal.  This slaughter is disgusting and

senseless!

Michal Koptar Rakovnik, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 Because it is cruel.

Rebecca ORourke Middlesbrough, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I see no reason to kill a young, healthy animal who had been offered a perfectly

good home in the UK. Zoos are animal arks, not slaughterhouses.

Pamela Barnett San Antonio, TX 2014-02-09 Shame shame on Copenhagen Zoo

Eliška Jiránková Turnov, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 I love animals!

Maite Perez Lozano Spain 2014-02-09 Hasta los animales merecen vivir sin ser perfectos

Emma Harrington-Frost Oban, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgraceful.  You were responsible for that animal being at your zoo in the first

place through your breeding programme.  He was healthy. No excuses.

Jean Foreman Hertfordshire,, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 To kill this little Giraffe was sick enough when you had offers to save his life, but

to dissect and feed to lions in front of children is cruel and disgusting and

shows a lack of respect to the life of an animal. Shame on the people for doing

this .

raffaella malgoni Italy 2014-02-09 Murder

Adam Trenholm Longmont, CO 2014-02-09 Animals deserve the right to life, same as you and I.

Clive Robinson Colchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 It's just sheer idiocy, what's wrong with Yorkshire Wildlife Park? The zoo

director should have been shot and fed to the lions instead.

Lynne Bowman Gatenby, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgusted and saddened that a zoo could slaughter a baby giraffe despite

various homes being offered. The idiot needs to be sacked ASAP and never be

allowed to work with animals again! The poor giraffe would've trusted those

who killed it. Humans can be so cruel. To then publicly dissect the poor thing is

beyond words. Boycott Copenhagen Zoo and sack this monster now!!!

Simona Barra Venasca-CN, Italy 2014-02-09 In the name of Marius,another innocent soul in the hands of a beast...Shame

on you Holst

alina diaz fernandez madrid, Spain 2014-02-09 asesinos

Janis Clark inverness, IN 2014-02-09 Callous and unnecessary.  Why breed him in the first place?  His genes will

have been known at that time so this outcome was already decided.  Seems to

me the zoo was happy to draw people in to see the baby giraffe in order to

make money but then, when no longer cute, were happy to dispose of him.

Marilyn Larocque Cobourg, Canada 2014-02-09 An animal deserves to live out its life just like a human would.

Anna Webber Johannesburg, South

Africa

2014-02-09 I live in Africa and I love all Animals and to me they are precious ! They should

not even be in a Zoo.

Nikki Gray Pamplemousses,

Mauritius

2014-02-09 More than 3 alternative options were available and yet, Copenhagen zoo chose

to go ahead with this barbaric, brutal act! This is not what zoos are supposed to

do! Put the giraffe on birth control - or are the babies too much of a draw

card????  Shame in you and your nation of blood thirsty whale killers!!!!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

LE MENELEC Léa France 2014-02-09 barbarie

Jean Barnes fayetteville, GA 2014-02-09 Dear Zoo Director:  Please KILL YOURSELF and all your staff.  You are all

trash.

Kristi Němců Syrovátka, Czech

Republic

2014-02-09 Such things are unacceptable and should be punished

Gertie Kortlang Kusel, Germany 2014-02-09 Director Bengt Holst, you are a dirty ashole.

William Afonso Irving, TX 2014-02-09 What happened is a Crime against a Defenceless. Tommoorow this Could be

done to Humans. As a Catholic I Condemn this as Much I Condemn abortion

and Human Euthanasia.

dawn allen Tootgarook, Australia 2014-02-09 Outraged

Anita Szalai Nové Zámky, Slovakia 2014-02-09 Because animals should not be treated like this!!!!! This "man" diserves the

same he did to this poor giraffe :( !!!!

cantelou annick Le Chambon-

Feugerolles, France

2014-02-09 vous n avez pas honte devant les enfants ! c est l image pour un zoo  de faire

souffrir et donner en pâture aux lions ! pff dégouttée

josilda gama de carvalho Argentina 2014-02-09 por  maltrato animal

Jan Harkema Leeuwarden,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 This man won't feel safe anymore!

Jay Jansen HUll, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This is disgraceful, atrocious and barbaric. You have helped us to understand

exactly why zoos should be closed down and abolished by law, because you

have treated a sentient being of a high order (giraffe) as an unwanted ptoduct

in violation of the Treaty of Lisbon Article 13 and done it in full view of the

horrified public including many children. I was unsure about zoos so long as

zoo cruelty seemed to be a sad aspect of places like China and Indonesia.

Now I know that Denmark cannot be trusted, I want all zoos to be closed down

and will ask for it all my life. You are a disgrace and a fool and you should

resign at once, All the world knows about the cruelty of Danish whaling, along

with certain other countries, you can no longer get away with a Scandinavian

'clean image' any more.

I A Rafina, Greece 2014-02-09 this "man" is not fit to be in charge of Animals. there WERE OFFERS TO TAKE

MARIUS!!!  Eugenics and Child Abuse are being displayed here.

Unacceptable. and outrageous.

Barbara Stefani Trieste, Italy 2014-02-09 BASTAVA STERILIZZARLO. RITENGO ORRIBILE L'UCCISIONE DAVANTI A

BAMBINI. DIMISSIONI IMMEDIATE DEL DIRETTORE

Anna Schiffer Castle Cary, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is terrible cruelty and arrogance.

Christine Wilson St Helens, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Shame on you!!!! Such a disgrace, where is your respect for wild animals!!???

simon lane beverley, AP 2014-02-09 public execution

stacey lake essex, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This is so not right - no need to kill a lovely creature who deserves to live a life

as much as any human



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Karen Burger Mt. Kisco, NY 2014-02-09 I feel that displaying the killed animal who has a name and has been visited in

the zoo and dissecting him in front of them could be traumatic to some and

encourage other curious kids to try killing and dissecting animals or even other

humans. It is best not to model killing and tearing apart of animals in front of

children. It is different from showing them meat already cut and saying that the

lions are carnivores. I feel the fact that the giraffe was a featured animal in the

zoo with a name has made this different from animals feeding on each other in

the wild. I also feel that it is not good to teach children that if an animal is not

good for breeding he should be killed. Not far from this mindset is that of Nazi

Germany where some are seen as unneeded or the mentality of a serial killer.

We need to teach our children differently.

ENRIQUETA GIL

GELOSO

MENDOZA, United

States

2014-02-09 La dimisión. Bengt Holst, director científico del zoológico. Zoo de Copenhague

en Dinamarca

leslie Green Aurora, CO 2014-02-09 brutally cruel and barbaric...just awful!

Nicole Stolbovoi Bari, Italy 2014-02-09 People are disgusting murderers. What world is this? They have given us life

and we destroy them. It 'was one of the most unnecessary evils of an animal.

Marius I'm with you and we avenge your short life. Rest in peace little angel! I

am 14 year old and I'm for animal rights and will not allow humanity to destroy

the unique beauty of this planet, the animals.

Sumer Bruce Turner, OR 2014-02-09 Animals have rights and PEOPLE SUCK!!

Daniela Bress Niedersachsen, Germany 2014-02-09 He's nothing but a sick sociopath and needs to be removed and prosecuted!

JAN FILSINGER Camarillo, CA 2014-02-09 ANIMALS ARE IMPORTANT

Amy Pankoke Indianapolis, IN 2014-02-09 This was a perfectly healthy baby giraffe was "euthanized" in front of young

children.  It was not "euthanized" because that means to humanely put down

because of suffering.  Marius was not suffering, and he wasn't killed humanely.

These children will have that image of Marius being killed, dismembered and

fed to other zoo animals.  There were offers of finding Marius a new home.

Even offers to pay the zoo to help him.  People around the world know about

the bad reputation of the Copenhagen zoo now.  Bengt Holst certainly wasn't

thinking about that.

jacquie mathis Powderly, TX 2014-02-09 Because this is wrong,not only are you teaching children the wrong lesson,you

distroyed an animal  that could have had other options available.another zoo,a

rescue many different ways than the road you chose to take.This is

barbaric,inhumane and just  wrong.No matter what excuse you proclaim to

justify it.

karen carballo Mérida, Mexico 2014-02-09 please no more :'(

Elizabeth Potter Payne, OH 2014-02-09 This zoo is a total disgrace !!! You should be shut down for killing innocent

animals which you bred yourselves !!

Connee Robertson Heber Springs, AR 2014-02-09 I am outraged by this murder of a baby giraffe. We call for the resignation and

restructuring of this hell hole of a zoo! The world will not stand by and be silent

over baby killings anymore!!

Pamela Naylor Canton, OH 2014-02-09 This is beyond disturbing. First that this animal would be put down as opposed

to neutering to prevent inbreeding. That a "scientist" would recommend this or

that this cruel act was do in public in front of children. This is appalling!!!!!

Geraldine Gibson Chadwell-St-Mary, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am completely disgusted by the action regarding Marius.  Please sack Bengt

Holst, if he does not have the decency to resign.

Kevin Flood Berkshire, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Heard this on the radio this morning, guy from the Zoo very matter of fact.

Marius was not "genetically important enough" to survive... I hope one day that

someone doesn't decide he's not "genetically important enough" to survive..
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Helen Wilson Cambridge, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because this was unethical and wrong. Other parks were willig to let the giraffe

live out its life in one of their parks - he should not be allowed to own animals

and have this much control over what dies and what lives.

sonia di grazia N/A, Italy 2014-02-09 what's bastard....

Sue Hackin Bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I can't believe they could allow an animal to be slaughtered in front of children.

Their reasons are ridiculous. People offered a home, but they chose to ignore

this!!!!

maria rudd Sydney, Australia 2014-02-09 there was two other zoos interested in this poor baby giraffe but no they just

couldn't wait to kill shame,shame

vibeke hansen rågeleje, vejby, DE 2014-02-09 sikken en død :-(((

Sonia Ward Australia 2014-02-09 This is absolutely repulsive. To murder an animal simply because it does not

have any breeding value is nothing but cold greed. It shows you care nothing

for the animals. To then do this in front of children so that they too will grow up

thinking there is nothing wrong with slaughtering innocent beings is

reprehensible.

Deborah Garrick Ottawa, United States 2014-02-09 Because Bengt Holst obviously does not know how to run a zoo. To kill a

perfectly fine giraffe, to be skinned and fed, in front of a bunch of school

children is disgusting. He is not a Scientist, Sadist yes, Scientist no. Then

again, all the children stand there with blank faces, showing no emotion, guess

the Danish people have ice water in their veins. Shame on this Copenhagen

Zoo....and the scientific director, should I click my heels and say Heil Holst?

Shame shame shame!

Howie Firth Elgin, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This shames Denmark. To claim that it is something to do with science is sick.

Nina Rösch Esslingen, Germany 2014-02-09 Stop animal cruelity. Animals feel also pain, fear and emotions like human do.

Think about the horrible pain the animal feel in that situation:-( If you do not

want to be in the same situation then help to stop that! Animals have right to

live in freedom.

thierry beguet France 2014-02-09 close the zoo and director and mens in white in jail

Elena Reale ITALY, MO 2014-02-09 Non c'era posto ed hai fatto uccidere Marius, Bene , neppure x te c'e posto!!!

Vergognati essere meschino!!

mindy dozhier Scottsburg, OR 2014-02-09 a man we has no concern or compassion for animals should not be in charge

of making decisions for a whole zoo full of animals! callous and cruel

mistreatment will happen with such a man! I will NEVER come to your zoo as

long as Bengt Holst works there

Janet Francis London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 So unnecessary, cruel, wicked, zoos are meant to protect animals

thierry beguet France 2014-02-09 this zoo his director his stay are the shame of humanity : go out

Dianne Williams Alta Vista, IA 2014-02-09 There were other options.  they did this cause they wanted blood.  This is NOT

a zoo.. this is a Slaughter house.  This is where we build Young Natzis

cristina carelli milano, United States 2014-02-09 E'  una cosa inaccettabile, indegna di una società civile.

deborah zaurrini Italy 2014-02-09 it's a shame!!!

Julie  Kendall Newmarket, Co Cork,

Ireland

2014-02-09 Surely this Giraffe could have been given to another zoo. At least conduct the

"autopsy" out of sight from the public why are 5 year old children watching?

Disgraceful behaviour I would never visit this zoo.

Lorella Mancinetti Menfi, Italy 2014-02-09 Fuori questo imbecille.assurdo!!!!!

elisa sugarotti London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 murderers

Barbara Mancini Treppo Carnico, Italy 2014-02-09 The world is dirty!!! Please eradicate the canceres of our Planet!!! This man is a

cancer!!!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

francesca D'Addante Italy 2014-02-09 è stata un'azione vergognosa

Sharon Gaskell Swindon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I'm so disgusted about this there is no possible justification

Natasha States Jimena, Spain 2014-02-09 There were other options, a life is a life and the taking of this one is totally

unjustified

Maria Williams =======, Malta 2014-02-09 What a barbaric action from a so called evolved nation!  Who on earth gave

this man the right to play God. Allowing children to witness the scene is even

more shocking...... are the parents of these kids out of their minds!

Maria Patrizia Latini Grosseto, Italy 2014-02-09 un orribile assassinio...

FRANCESCA UGOLINI Gambettola, Italy 2014-02-09 le giraffe dovrebbero stare in Africa, gli zoo dovrebbero chiudere tutti!!! Non si

può considerare "spettacolo" un avvenimento come questo, ma che razza di

bastardi siamo noi umani? Mi vergogno di appartenere a questa razza...

giovanna gargano Italy 2014-02-09 ASSASSINO!!!!!! PRIMA DI FARLO DIVENTARE GRANDE,TI INFORMAVI X

INSERIRLO NEL SUO HABITAT O ALTRI POSTI,DOVE AVREBBE VISSUTO.

Jan Smith Kings Lynn, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 .

Valerie Powell LONDON, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 There were alternatives available, and the fact that it was made into a

spectacle(wondering how much money involved) makes it so much worse.  A

zoo promotes itself as a place that cares for animals, this is as far from caring

as you can get.

Julian Terris Wellington, New Zealand 2014-02-09 Because it's a betrayal of "animal husbandry" -which is an essential element of

Zoology

milva oleandro como, Switzerland 2014-02-09 la vita è sacra

patrizia raineri Italy 2014-02-09 Is very important!

Bryan Murgia Firenze, Italy 2014-02-09 ORRORE !! DOVETE PENTIRVI PER QUESTA COSA !

Joanne Moss Spalding, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am horrified about the whole issue. A home was found for the giraffe - there

was no need for it to be destroyed. A zoo is supposed to preserve animals.

They bred this giraffe, yet treated it as a waste product.

cuccu veronica Italy 2014-02-09 Respect for animal

Deb Burt Chelmsford, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because this was a callous act in the name of science.

Shame on everyone involved. Where is the humanity?? :(

Karen Moreland Arbroath, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusted but this insenceless inhuman barbaric act thre was

absolutely no need  when there were other zoos willing to rehome him zoo

should be shut down !!

Michaela Enselmann Hamburg, Germany 2014-02-09 Please sack him !

marjorie Alcock Wells, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 The senseless slaughter of a beautiful animal that had been offered a new

home, is abhorrent. and the person who authorised its demise should be

sacked.

anna rita roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Bastards, depraved people, shame on you. You suck and is also for this reason

that there are so many suicides in your country. I understand more and more

why. Alcoholics depraved.

martina calzolaio Naples, Italy 2014-02-09 che schifo!!!

carmine branco Derby, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 It is outrageous and not acceptable to kill Without any reason!

Leslie Wainger Norwalk, CT 2014-02-09 Responsible zoos use birth control, not murder, to avoid inbreeding and

unwanted births. The Copenhagen Zoo needs to leave the dark ages behind.

paolo silano macerata, Italy 2014-02-09 figli di troia!
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Julie Shiel Florence, AL 2014-02-09 Please dismiss the director. Slaughtering this giraffe was unnecessary and

extremely cruel.

Mary Ann Clark Weatogue, United States 2014-02-09 This is barbaric and horrifying! This man  and everyone involved ,including the

spectators should be in  jail for animal torture and cruelty and child abuse  and

impairing the morals of a child!

andrew mason London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Unacceptable in a civilised world. Cold and clinical Bengt Holst. Made to look

like an SS person by the media here, UK.

antonella girelli Pescantina, Italy 2014-02-09 Dobbiamo avere rispetto di ogni forma di vita

Lynn Estes Quincy, FL 2014-02-09 BECAUSE THEY KILLED AN ANIMAL FOR NO RESSON HE HAD PLACES

TO GO, COULD HAVE NEUTERED HIM I THINK THEY SAW DINNER FOR

THE LIONS. HOW COULD THEY DO THIS AND IN FRONMT OF CHILDREN.

CARMA WILL COME AND BITE THOSE RESPONSIBLE IN THE ASS

Aleksandra Waga Warszawa, Poland 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst is murder!!!

Helen Willemse schiedam, AL 2014-02-09 I am speechless.... :-(

driguez r lilburn, GA 2014-02-09 this was really unnecessary! please help do something to make this a crime!

jail time for those!

silvia paoletti serravalle, San Marino 2014-02-09 vergogna

Jo-Ann Pauley Dayton, TN 2014-02-09 This is disgusting!

Kath Polley Dumbarton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because animals deserve better than this and people in zoos have a

responsibility which seems to have been forgotten in this instance.

Paul Richardson Bolton, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgraceful, Barbaric Act ...

pavoni attilio Italy 2014-02-09 Il fatto è veramente vergognoso

Denise Holman Chichester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This killing was unnecessary
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Ludovica Di fonzo Italy, Italy 2014-02-09 Bengt Holst,, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in Denmark 

Flemming Møller Mortensen, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the

Danish Parliament’s 

Pernille Skipper, The Cultural Affairs Committee is one of the Danish

Parliament’s 

Lone Loklindt, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

Lars Dohn, The Environment Committee is one of the Danish Parliament’s 

Partito EcoAnimalista 

Redazione ansa 

The resignation . Bengt Holst, the zoo's scientific director .Copenhagen zoo in

Denmark 

Le dimissioni. Bengt Holst, direttore scientifico dello zoo. Zoo di Copenaghen in

Danimarca 

Fratræden. Bengt Holst. zoo videnskabelige direktør. København zoo i

Danmark 

Der Rücktritt. Bengt Holst. wissenschaftlicher Leiter des Zoos. Kopenhagen

Zoo in Dänemark 

La démission. Bengt Holst. directeur scientifique du zoo. Copenhague zoo au

Danemark 

Het ontslag. Bengt Holst. wetenschappelijk directeur van de dierentuin.

Kopenhagen dierentuin in Denemarken 

A renúncia. Bengt Holst. diretor científico do zoológico. Zoo de Copenhaga, na

Dinamarca 

La dimisión. Bengt Holst. director científico del zoológico. Zoo de Copenhague

en Dinamarca 

Rezygnacja. Bengt Holst. dyrektor naukowy w zoo. Zoo w Kopenhadze w Danii

Demisia. Bengt Holst. director științific al grădinii zoologice. Gradina zoologica

Copenhaga din Danemarca 

Eroaminen. Bengt Holst.Eläintarhan tieteellinen johtaja. Kööpenhaminan

eläintarhassa Tanskassa. Ludovica Di Fonzo

Sarah Hruby North Wales, PA 2014-02-09 I  have been to this zoo.

Jana Repáková Brno, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 This game with lives must end. I am strictly against these kind of people in the

top management of any institution which has anything to do with animals.

Elizabeth Mari Alvarez Santa Eulalia del Río,

Spain

2014-02-09 I can´t believe this, i hate that people and all the fucking zoo´s

June Walters-Aust Swansea, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Unbloodybelievable!!

Janetlyn Fassbinder Marengo, IL 2014-02-09 This is just WRONGin so many ways; RESIGNATIONis not enough! of a

PUNISHMENT!
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Marion Wilson Lytham St Annes, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because a public spectacle was made of the chopping up of this young giraffe

as a publicity stunt for this man ..... he should not be in such a position of

power. This giraffe had been offered a home and should and could have been

sent there and lived.

MERZIA BALDINI camerano, Italy 2014-02-09 oh my god ...... but why? because?

Vanessa Lima Italy 2014-02-09 Stato una cosa crudele e anche traumatizzanti, un crimini, un assassinato.

delmotte marie claude aywaille, Belgium 2014-02-09 dégeulasse !!

valentina ugulini Italy 2014-02-09 Justice!!

abbs domaille guernsey, Guernsey 2014-02-09 I don't think he should be sacked, personally I think the barbaric bastard should

be shot

Amanda  Craig Newtown, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Taking a healthy animals life when the Zoo had offers-of a new home for it.

Angie Cordeiro Ojai, CA 2014-02-09 No more Zoo's...let them live in the wild, stop capturing these beings...

Jane Fallon manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 CLOSE THIS ZOO DOWN VERY CRUEL.

A Coombe Helston, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgusting waste of a life by POS human

anna mutti pavia, Italy 2014-02-09 stop cruelty against animals !!!!

DİLEK  KÖYLÜCE İSTANBUL, Turkey 2014-02-09 .because I M A PEOPLE I HAVE BABY YOU SHAME STOP STOP STOP GOD

FOR

Joan Redlon Carmel, NY 2014-02-09 Unnecessary, horrific disregard.

María Isabel  Ruiz

Moreno

Corrientes, Argentina 2014-02-09 HDRMP... BASTARDOS... ASESINOS... La masacre sin sentido de un animal

hermoso que se le había ofrecido un nuevo hogar, es detestable. y la persona

que autorizó su desaparición debería ser despedido.

Gianfranco Zamboni Italy 2014-02-09 This is a shame of human species !

elena   checchin castions di strada, Italy 2014-02-09 Una crudelta'....

Carolyn Drew ACT, Australia 2014-02-09 Holst is a psychopath and does NOT care for the animals in his charge. He

showed that when he directed Marius to be killed.

Paula Jenkins San Francisco, CA 2014-02-09 Shame on you!!

Carla Melo caçem, Portugal 2014-02-09 ASSSINADA

Adi O brien Cork, Ireland 2014-02-09 This ia appalling

Patrizia Diamante Italy 2014-02-09 SHAME!!!!!!!!

Mira Iordanescu Toronto, Canada 2014-02-09 DENMARK...you have become a DISGRACE for the entire world...SO, this is

HOW children are being raised over there ? SHAME ON YOU...DISGUSTING

PLACE ON EARTj...Get rid of this Dr. MENGELE>..ban him from  ever

approaching ANY ANIMAL...SHAME ON YOU DENMARK.

susan hernandez brookshire, TX 2014-02-09 We demand justice for the killing of innocents!!!  No sweeping murder under

the rug!!!

francesca Vallini Arezzo, Italy 2014-02-09 questo egregiosignore (e lo dico con ironia) ha dimostrato di non essere

all'altezza del ruolo ricoperto.Che venga licenziato e al suo posto assunto un

direttore scentifico con capacità di svogere il ruol richiesto.

Jazmin Rodriguez Pullman, WA 2014-02-09 Animals should not be treated this way.

Samanta Berruti Niella Tanaro, Italy 2014-02-09 He's a killer. And killers don't deserve important charges.

Karen Wilkinson Sheffield, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because Mr Holst has made me ashamed to be part of the human race.
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ernest bosley ilkeston, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 any form of animal cruelty,is important

laura andreozzi viareggio, Italy 2014-02-09 Not only resignation, but also a process and he has to be sentenced

farima smith london, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 What the disgrace, The person who made this appalling decision must be

sacked. Shame on Denmark, the whole world is disgusted with what has

happened in your country!

Anna Maria Marrone Pietrelcina, Italy 2014-02-09 this cannot be allowed! this men has to be def. to be punished!

antonella antonelli Azzano, Italy 2014-02-09 shame

silvia rinaldi roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Non vogliamo gli zoo!

Elena Lombardi Italy 2014-02-09 Perchè l'essere chiamato umano, deve smetterla di considerarsi al centro

dell'universo!!!!!!!!!!!!

patrizia spampinato Italy 2014-02-09 It's a murder :(

Mary Murray San Jose, CA 2014-02-09 This baby giraffe deserved to live!! SHAME on the Copenhagen Zoo!!! Resign

NOW!!

Vindireu Mihaela Spain 2014-02-09 The reason: they killed the giraffe and they consider they are civilized

Susan Willems Crivitz, WI 2014-02-09 HOLST COULD HAVE SPAY/NUTER IT INSTEAD OF KILLING OR SELL TO

A DIFFERENT ZOO? HE NEEDS TO NEVER BE AOUND ANIMALS AGAIN..

Lesley Shale Halesowen, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This decision was made without fully investigating a suitable place to send

Marius where his genes would enhance the gene pool. Hearing the Scientific

Director say that the decision was 'great' was revolting.

Marie AGUETTANT Paris, France 2014-02-09 It was your work to prohibit male and female wich mustn't reproduce from doing

it!! your responsibilty to care for him now he was born! Your culpability he was

shot, not euthanized. 

You provided no well being; better than politics of selling or not, the only thons

was to find who coule take him. You didn't search!

Shame

kelvin cowey newcastle upon tyne,

United Kingdom

2014-02-09 because it was alive. it had a right to live even if you caused it to be born you

had no 'right' over it or to kill it.

Annita Vigilante Naples, Italy 2014-02-09 We have the responsability to teach our children  to respect mother Nature, not

to destroy her, what you did it's an horror...

Miriam Alvarez Spain 2014-02-09 They are crazy! "for a better world for animals, without zoos"

Maria Coppoletta Buenos Aires, Argentina 2014-02-09 VERY IMPORTANT INDEED!!

Monia Risi Italy 2014-02-09 This man is a murderer

Vicky Hutson Alton, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Not a shred of empathy or decency, a very barbaric, unnecessary act.

ursula pasca Italy 2014-02-09 bastardiiiiiiiiiiii maledetti!!! fategli fare la stessa fine per favore ='(

Glynis Gower-Davies Pontarddulais, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusting from so called intelligent people, they are barbaric

imbeciles and a disgrace to the human race!

Eulalie Curikova Praha 6, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 I love us, animals.

Elizabeth Brown Newtown, Australia 2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusted that they did this.

Matt Newnham Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is a disgrace, a contempt for life and a dereliction of duty.

Laura Chapman Devon, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgusting excuse to murder an innocent animal.

Hana Bruins Crowthorne, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Animal lover
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Erika Stephenson Horsham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This arrogant action in the face of humane alternatives brings shame and

disgrace to zoos the world over. Is this man 'genetically interesting' enough to

be worth HIS place on the planet?!

Maureen Canning Hastings Victoria

Australia, AL

2014-02-09 Contraceptive control would have been more appropriate. However, doing this

in front of children is unethical and morally wrong. They are the future

endangered species advocates and animal abuse. What message does this

send to those children, what message does this send to the world about the

people of Denmark and how they value animals that they make this death a

circus for all those attending. I take my nieces to the zoo's each year and we

do a behind the scenes experience for their birthdays so they get to see these

majestic animals up close and learn all about them and their threats in the wild.

This is so wrong and shameful.

duke ingram London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 it's not acceptable

corinne Lavis stalybridge, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 "Castration is considered cruel and with “undesirable effects”, while releasing

him in the wild is an option with little likelihood of succeeding — especially as

giraffes are not wanted in African countries." But obviously to put down this

gorgeous and healthy giraffe was not considered cruel !!!! feeling ashamed

today to be human being.

Paola  Andriani de' Vito Firenze, Italy 2014-02-09 Incivilta' ,cattiveria vanno punite ..in maniera definitiva!

Gerardo Gatta Italy 2014-02-09 La Danimarca è un paese incivile e questo Direttore è una vergogna per

l'umanità

Paulina Hervaiova Slovakia, Slovakia 2014-02-09 My opinion is that it is undignified death to the animal as alive in the wild

Diane Jacobs Littlehampton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Disgusting, Marius could have been found a home, :(

Anke Hagen Germany 2014-02-09 Shame on you once again Denmark! I will fight for all tourists to boycott

Denmark until this cruelty and lack of reverence for life stops! You are a shame

for all humanity!

Giovanni Foti Giarre, United States 2014-02-09 Because life is important. Every life

Stanislao Scognamiglio Camposano, Italy 2014-02-09 RESIGNATION MURDERER!!!

Attila Magyari Budapest, Hungary 2014-02-09 It's cruel to kill a healthy animal because of a law!

AMANDA SMITH PORT SETON, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because this behaviour is wrong on so many levels. I cannot find anything

positive to say about this .... it's just wrong.

anne platt knott end, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 to kill a healthy animal without reason is disgusting

alberto boiocchi Gessate, Italy 2014-02-09 bastardi pagherete cara la sua morte !!!!

Anna Newnham Basingstoke, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Bengt Holst is not fit to be a director of any zoo, as shown by his lack of any

empathy and foolish use of the media. It is shameful that instead of resolving

the living situation of Marius the giraffe through compassiona and cooperation

he instead murdered him. It seems that Bengt Holst should find himself a new

role model rather than Hitler, who shared a similar view on genetics.

giuseppina cardile Cingoli, Italy 2014-02-09 stopping dead

maria grazia de biasio pordenone, Italy 2014-02-09 Dimissioni? Licenziamento!!! a calci sui denti

Kevin Chen Arcadia, CA, CA 2014-02-09 It was wrong for the zookeepers in Copenhagen zoo to kill an innocent giraffe.

Zoos were not made to kill animals. They were made for the opposite of that.

Animals are supposed to feel protected in a zoo, then those zookeepers

display this in front of crowds with young children!? This is not right! THIS IS A

HORRIBLE EXAMPLE FOR YOUNG CHILDREN!!! I would NOT recommend

this zoo for young children. I would give this zoo a rate of 1 out of 10 for this!!!



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Stacey Alexander Binghamton, NY 2014-02-09 This is just WRONG on so many levels.Shame on you!

Annamaria Musti Brindisi, Italy 2014-02-09 Giustizia per Marius!!!!!

Denise Stout orkney, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Because it need not have happened; there were offers from other zoos.  It

sickens me to see children standing there as well.  Just disgusting.

Tess Cosmini trieste, Italy 2014-02-09 Perché questi abusano del proprio potere senza farsi scrupoli delle altre vite,

che però farebbero a meno della loro!!!!!

Kennedy Brygida Spain 2014-02-09 Disgraceful action.

elena macagno Tortona, Italy 2014-02-09 what's appened is sad .why?

linda russo castellammare di stabia,

Italy

2014-02-09 "Verrà il giorno in cui uccidere un animale sarà considerato un delitto al pari di

uccidere un uomo." (Leonardo da Vinci)

Jean Emery Saint-Rémy-lès-

Chevreuse, France

2014-02-09 Nazis

Brad Herndon Greenfield, IN 2014-02-09 Fire the people responsible for this terrible and avoidable tragedy.  Perhaps

consider using the same fate.

charlotte kirby High Wycombe, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Reasons: that the 18 mnth old Giraffe was healthy! The two Zoo's said they

would home him! I saw this on case on the BBC, ITV news, I cried. Euro

Breeding Program is failing. Zoo's are funded by the public, for the public, and

the public WANT these animals treated with humane dignity. The photo's of the

dead Giraffe just added to how barbaric this is. I will boycott this zoo, and tell all

my friend's in Denmark to do the same.

elena.marchi01@gmail.c

om elena

Italy 2014-02-09 basta basta basta  gli animali allo zoo!!!!

Emanuele Cagna Rivolta D'adda, Italy 2014-02-09 le dimissioni sue?? sarebbe omicidio premeditato!! ma va bene anche una

multa a lui e ai veterinari che hanno eseguito e non si sono opposti a fare

l'esecuzione, c'erano zoo disposti ad adottarlo, almeno due, se proprio si

poteva castrare, sarebbe stato di certo meno crudele che ucciderlo!!!!!! -.-"

CHASTITY MOSES LAS VEGAS, NV 2014-02-09 The practices of this zoo need re-evaluation. This man made a despicable

decision. Anyone that thought this was a sound decision should also be

removed from their positions. I fail to see how ANY person working with these

animals could have rationalized this as "the right thing to do" ... with SOO many

outraged, it was CLEARLY NOT. Not one single dime of mine will EVER go to

this zoo in ANY way. The animals are clearly not valued and respected. May

this poor animal rest in peace, and may the other giraffes find comfort amongst

themselves in their mourning. Don't kid yourselves, they WILL mourn. I also

hope the zoo shells out some money to pay for the therapy the children that

witnessed the dismemberment of this beautiful animal will surely need down

the road. Appalling!

Francesca Giraldo Italy 2014-02-09 Nonsi deve trattare così un essere vivente!

Ma hanno intenzione di insegnare ai bambini queste cose? é veramente di

cattivo esempio

Alessandro Corvi new york, Italy 2014-02-09 This subhuman has to go in jail. How can he direct a zoo? Animals should be

loved and protected not killed infront of children!

Amanda  Evans Bognor Regis, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 He made a very very bad choice and shows he is not fit for purpose in his job.

Gino Tarabotto miami, FL 2014-02-09 He should be barred from working with animals - he is a disgrace to the

movement for the caring of animals!

Scott Trimble Austin, TX 2014-02-09 Inexcusable decision. Step down now!
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NATHANCJ BORL TELFORD, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A healthy giraffe killed is absolutely disgraceful and to invite visitors, including

children to watch the giraffe being skinned and fed to the animals. That's just

sick and what message does that send out to preserve these animals for future

generations.. 

There was no need to be barbaric as many people offered to take in that giraffe

than see it be killed... 

As if we do not have enough killing of these beautiful animals with poachers

and trophy hunters etc now we have a zoo..

Vanessa Green Whiteley, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Immoral, he was healthy and they not only killed him but put a 'show on after

his death.

Renata Salini Italy 2014-02-09 To treat animals with some justice and kindness

Anita Teague Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 To treat an animal like this is awful. But to dissect in front of children is just

plain sick.

Rachael Nixon Sheffield, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Anyone who can regard a healthy animal as "surplus" and destroy it as though

he were dealing with an old pair of shoes, is not fit to have the care of animals.

Esther David bournemouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I do not agree to such inhumanity

elisa bolengo Italy 2014-02-09 importantissimo

Ine van de Kerkhof Germany 2014-02-09 It could have been saved easy.

Just sterelisation and /or move to another zoo. This is brutal

cinzia bocchi Vicenza, Italy 2014-02-09 assassini

Sharyn Reen Alligator Creek, Australia 2014-02-09 You have done your country a great disservice in carrying out these actions. I

for one will never visit your country as a tourist. Just sickening when other

Zoo's could have taken him and to make a public spectacle of it.....shakes

head!!!

ARZU YAGMURCA Istanbul, Turkey 2014-02-09 I find this act very cruel, if this animal was unwanted there could have been

another choice. Only God commands on a life.

Elaine Kimbrough Akron, OH 2014-02-09 As adult's we all know that lion's eat meat, but what this idiot did was uncalled

for. We do our best in the United States not to subject our children to this kind

of abuse of a perfectly healthy animal.  A zoo is supposed to maintain the

animal's for generation's to come to see them, they should not in any way

encourage a child to kill any animal. Shame on you Copenhagen Zoo !  Shame

on you to anyone that supports this kind of action !  This man needs to resign

now, if he doesn't he needs to be fired immediately. What kind of people live in

Denmark that allow a child to see this? The whole of Denmark should be up in

arms over this. Disgusting !!!!!

Rebecca Saunders Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This made me sick when I read it, I cannot understand how they can even

attempt to justify such a sick act of inhumane torture that was committed on

such a beautiful creature. Bellends.

Jose Pérez Barcelona, Spain 2014-02-09 maltrato animal, lo podrian haber trasladado a cualquier lugar del mundo.

DeAnna Hodge WEST LAFAYETTE, IN 2014-02-09 There was another way and you chose the most asinine.

Norma Johnson Colchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 RIP Marius &lt;3

Krystal Brown Christchurch, New

Zealand

2014-02-09 this is down right murder

jade shaltz Portsmouth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 So many other options so how  did it result in the loss of life of a 18 month old

giraffe
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Sharon Kennedy Etobicoke, United States 2014-02-09 Because all life is special and sacred whether it belongs to the human

community or to the animal kingdom.

natalie brown leicestershire, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 shameful un needed murder!!!!

Tove Iren Becker Barber Fredrikstad Norway, NC 2014-02-09 If Marius had been sick or injured, I could understand that he may had to be put

down. Silently and away from people. But what you did is so_sick_that I

wonder if there is something seriously nasty with your ethics. You kill him in

front of cameras and a crowd with kids as entertainment...!?!? With smirks and

grins on your faces. Start looking for other jobs - we are not going to quit

demanding new vets and leaders in Copenhagen Zoo. The unemployment line

starts in that direction...*pointing*

Since you that work in the zoo show a lack of empathy and feelings (grinning in

the slaughter photos with KIDS present - we are now raising a campaign

against you. We will let you feel it in the zoo's bank account. It is a promise.

Bonnie White Sweikhuizen,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 My Two Cents: 

Attention, Copenhagen Zoo Directors!

The gene pool for your particular species has exceeded itself, so you all must

be exterminated to prevent further spreading of surplus genes. 

Despite the fact that the zoo can use extra funding, the sale of any of your

particular species to outsiders for the purposes of re-homing is not an option.

The preferred choice is death.

At the end of this working day, everyone on the extermination list please line up

in front of the meat lockers, where you will receive your shot in the head. 

Regards,

THE REST OF THE CIVILIZED WORLD

Giorgio Paolino Italy 2014-02-09 per il rispetto degli animali

karen weitzel bedford, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 how many of those kids are now goingto have nightmares when they do their

parents will wont your head on a platter !!!

Robin Dornbos Midland, MI 2014-02-09 Other humane ways to have delt with this.

Yari Simone Prete Italy 2014-02-09 This giraffe could have been neutered instead of being killed. Zoos should

definitely be abolished.

carol body hull, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 this was so not necessary, it could have been re homed and to do it in front of

children beggars belief !!!!  Whoever  ordered this want s bloody sacking.... or

preferably shooting

kim usry Richmond, VA 2014-02-09 I care about animal rights

Louise Armour Stockport, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Th pointless slaughter of Marius the giraffe when other zoos had offered to give

him a home is totally unacceptable and unjustifiable behaviour.  To parade this

act in front of children and broadcast the dissection on the internet is pure

depravity.

Mira Harhala Wrocław, Poland 2014-02-09 Shame on you, Copenhagen zoo!!!!!!!

Emily Pompei VA Beach, VA 2014-02-09 There were too many humane and non-lethal options available that should

have been exercised instead of killing Marius.

raffaella paci Urbania, Italy 2014-02-09 this deed is a crime-
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Jim Chatman Broxton, GA 2014-02-09 No animal reared to believe that humans care for it should have to worry that

those same humans will be the ones to kill it.

Angela Tighe Ramsgate, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because it is an inhumane action. It is cruel and there were places offering to

home this beautiful creature.

giu' giu' Italy 2014-02-09 deve dimettersi non è civile uccidere gli animali. gli animali non si toccano

Andrea Romeo Italy 2014-02-09 I think that choice was not right

Helga Majer Herzogenburg, Austria 2014-02-09 Wie kann man als Zoodirektor so eine Entscheidung fällen.Vor allem,weil die

Möglichkeit bestanden hätte ihm in einem anderen Zoo zu geben.Und dann als

Krönung das tier vor Kindern zerlegen lassen.Schlimmer gehts wohl nicht

mehr.Schämt euch :(

susannah sindall skibbereen, Ireland 2014-02-09 because it is murder when there were other places offered for this magnificent

animal to go to

Karen Campbell Oundle, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Disgusting, cruel, barbaric behavior, this person does not deserve to keep his

job

T Watkins Gwent, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This act was a disgrace - the giraffe should have been sent elsewhere and his

death not used as a freak show!

Ana María Campos

Aguilar

Madrid, Spain 2014-02-09 Shame on you

Liliana Medina Chiclayo, Peru 2014-02-09 Por que se debe respetar la vida

Elvira Pipinias Adelaide, Australia 2014-02-09 This man is a murderer and a lier he would have people believe this was a

natural process of the food chain . All people involved in these atrocities should

be sacked fired and made a public example .

Carole Souch Durrington, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 We need to stop extinction of these beautiful animals!

Synnöve Sletten Gothenburg, Sweden 2014-02-09 Why Is This Ptional For Me!!! It´s Obvious That This homo sapiens Don´t Know

Nothing About What He´s Doing!!!!

Caroline Denison London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 I demand that this idiot who calls himself the scientific director,be sacked!

There are enough Giiraffes being murdered in africa as it is. This poor young

Giraffe has lived for 2 years,now because of an EU directive they decide to

murder the animal.There were enough offers of taking this younger into their

fold,why could they not have had it??

Sue Aston Bristol, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Why leave him alive for so long, if he did not fit 'their' genetic mould? Why did

they not just castrate him to prevent interbreeding?

If they had no room left, why not give him to another zoo?

thierry beguet France 2014-02-09 closed this zoo of dishonnor

Isabella GArdiner London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 To kill ANY animal without reason is shameful

lara simmons hailsham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Because it didn't need to happen!!!!!!!!!!

Maggie Schafer Boulder, United States 2014-02-09 THIS HORRIFIC ACT IS AN AFFRONT TO THOUSANDS!  IT WAS

UNNECESSARY AND UNWARRANTED!  THIS IS TERRIBLE ZOO

MANAGEMENT AND THIS GUY SHOULD NOT GET AWAY WITH IT! HOPE

THE EU INVESTIGATES!

VALERIA URLI Italy 2014-02-09 Devono dimettersi sia il direttore che il veterinario.. è una cosa vergognosa!!

Diana Dal Mas Italy 2014-02-09 Non posso accettare certe cose. E' una questione di principio e di rispetto.

Michela Ghezzi Ranco, Italy 2014-02-09 He is a bad murderer!

bozzo stefania sori genoa    Italy, Italy 2014-02-09 go away
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franco ziroldo Italy 2014-02-09 If you can not to manage the zoo , close !

Yasmina Heimo Italy 2014-02-09 SHAME ON YOU, MR. BENGT HOLST !!!

Lionel Stevens Clacton on sea, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Totally barbaric

Rose Vallimont Erie, PA 2014-02-09 This is an OUTRAGE. You need to resign your position & your facility shoul be

clesed. BRUTAL MONSTERS to expose children to your carnage. SHAME ON

YOU!

lorella fioravanti ladispoli, Italy 2014-02-09 firmo in difesa di una vita vissuta in prigione e finita con la pena di morte! E'

questa la vostra grande civiltà?

Rodrigo Ñauri Lima, Lima, Perú, Peru 2014-02-09 We need Justice

Jennifer Vermee Diest, Belgium 2014-02-09 Because I believe there has not been looked enough at alternative solutions.

Besides, They must have known before breeding it that it wasn't 'of any value'

like they put it to the population. Then why let it be born in the first place?

Women are taking anticonception since the 60's. Don't tell me it doesn't exist

for male giraffes?? Or was it convenient to have a free meal for the lions?

danila signaroldi Italy 2014-02-09 Perchè una nazione è civile quando si rispettano gli animali

Heather salisbury Burgess Hill, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am appalled at the complete lack of humanity in this cruel act. Senseless

murder.

teresa la monica Italy 2014-02-09 no basta e' assassinio uccidere...

Minerva Grinage Aurora, CO 2014-02-09 Children are watching! Shame on you Disgusting Copenhagen :(

Monika Kahrs Ottersberg, Germany 2014-02-09 This was an act against humanity -  we are NOT in the Middle Ages!

stefania santucci Italy 2014-02-09 vergogna, vergogna per un paese che si definisce civile. VERGONA e

DISONORE:

jen schafer lakewood, CO 2014-02-09 you had no right to kill this animal. the others at the zoo are no longer safe.

resign now,

jana babjakova Nižný Hrušov, Slovakia 2014-02-09 because I love animals and I hate people to hurt them !!

jarlie rao sidhpur, IN 2014-02-09 Animals are above humans.

Laura Ceccherini Italy 2014-02-09 Vergognoso esempio di  management ottimizzato psicopatico

debbie mitchell Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Bengt Holst should not be allowed near any animals after carrying out a

barbaric, criminal, mindless act of murder in an environment designed to

protect and promote the beautiful, exotic and endangered species in our world.

Shame on those who watched!

Silvia Clementi Italy 2014-02-09 I love and respect animals

Ava Adams Fayetteville, AR 2014-02-09 This healthy giraffe was killed and then had it's body taken apart in front of an

audience that included a front row of CHILDREN, and then fed to lions. There

were places that wanted to take the giraffe but they killed it instead... sickening.

anita phillips elmira, NY 2014-02-09 You need to go. What you did was wrong for humanity, not just the giraffe! Look

at the faces on those children! How many of those kids loved that little giraffe

and to kill it in front of them....how awful! What are you teaching these kids?

You are a MONSTER who has the blackest of souls!

bette van rooijen heerhugowaard,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 Because it's insane what they did and look at those children!!!!!!!!!!!

Helen Loughran Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Don't know what disgusted me the most the deranged scientist who I suspect

May be a product of another European breeding programme certainly his ice

cold behaviour display Megele traits this man must be removed
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Les Orange Stockton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This man is barbaric, he is weakening the human gene pool so fee him to the

lions whilst he is still alive.

Brandon Habib Lakewood, CO 2014-02-09 RESIGN NOW

lynne dickison Christchurch, New

Zealand

2014-02-09 it was a senseless killing for no good reason they had offers to re home him ok

was last minute but even death row inmates can get "stay of execution " right

up until last sec why not for him? he did nothing wrong he was simply born  and

the zoo was to quick in their  decision they could have kept him away from

breeding females long enough to find him a home   I find their actions

disgusting and cruel

stellato luisa caserta, Italy 2014-02-09 It's Absurd!!!

alberto mercurio Sassari, Italy 2014-02-09 dimissioni!

renato gatti Italy 2014-02-09 becouse he might be in a cage with lions instead to be director

marco bonato Italy 2014-02-09 SHAMEEEEEEE!!!!!!!!

Lynne Foster Nottingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Love all animals and hate cruelty of any kind - surely this lovely animal could

have gone to another animal park?

chiara manca Torino, Italy 2014-02-09 Why all this people is partecipating to the orrific scene???

MARIA VICHI prato, Italy 2014-02-09 INCIVILI ! PEZZI DI M****

James Murray Cosgrove Liverpool, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 it was needless and could have been avoided

Giorgia Carlini Italy 2014-02-09 This is absolutely shocking. I can't believe that people that were there stood in

front of the scene and did NOTHING. I want justice!!!!!!!

Adam VanCuren Bethlehem, PA 2014-02-09 Murder is not right especially to an animal that is incident. Let God decide not

us. We play God to much and its going to bite us right back.

Birgrid Baum Germany 2014-02-09 Never in my life I'll travel to Denmark again !!!!

Lisha Fenimore Houston, TX 2014-02-09 This was murder and just should be served.

donatella benvenuto Pordenone, Italy 2014-02-09 respect.....

Vincenzo Ercolano Massa Lubrense, Italy 2014-02-09 RESPECT

Silvia Sacco Genova, Italy 2014-02-09 It is very  important

Erika Grenci Italy 2014-02-09

This is very important for me, because it is cruel and in a zoo instructs us about

the respect towards all creatures of nature! There are so many people on which

you may use this treatment but the animals are innocent creatures!

Sharron Duncan-

Laplante

Winchester, Canada 2014-02-09 The more i think about this inhuman act the more my blood boils that someone

could be so cruel and senseless...........your despicable and disgusting and i

really hope you have no children because i'd be totally ashamed and sick if

someone close to me did this type of thing !

Christopher Newcombe Leicester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Not only the murder of a beautiful animal, think of the horrific effect on those

children watching.

Tracey Merralls Telluride, CO 2014-02-09 Evil scum!!

Belinda Baybutt Chorley, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This was a needless killing of a beautiful creature

Morgan Stinson Tukwila, WA 2014-02-09 This is a complete outrage! Please add your name today to this petition!

Cristina Montanari Italy 2014-02-09 se la stessa motivazione valesse anche per gli umani bisognerebbe ucciderne

un bel pò......

solo l'uomo è capace di simili gesti.......vergogna!!!

CRISTINA MARTINELLI Rovigo, Italy 2014-02-09 no good!!!!!
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CRISTINA MARTINELLI Rovigo, Italy 2014-02-09 no good!!!!!

Tarek Rahim Vienna, Vienna, Austria,

Austria

2014-02-09 Zoos make the argument that they protect the animals in their "care" because

they can't survive in the wild and are threatened from poachers etc, and then

this lunatic decides to kill this majestic and beautiful animal because it doesn't

"fit in the gene pool" rather than giving it to another zoo.  Butchering hypocrisy.

Then he justifies it in the name of science.  How in the world can he call this

"science"?  What can anyone, especially children learn from this?  All life is

precious, especially such a young life.  Holst obviously enjoys the media

attention and is on a power trip, similar to a prison guard.  How would he like to

be devoured by the lions?  He'd get a taste of his own medicine.

Domenico D'Ambrosio Sarno, Italy 2014-02-09 "νεπιοι οί´ κατα βουσ έφαγεν του ελίου"

"nepioi oi kata bus efaghen tu eliu...

"scellerati coloro che mangiarono i buoi del Sole!!"

Omero - Iliade

"Chi ha ucciso un bue è come se avesse ammazzato un uomo." 

Isaia, 66. 3

" Non pietà, ma giustizia è dovuta all'animale. "

(Arthur Schopenhauer)

George Hage Wimbledon, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Terrible thing

giorgio pietrobelli Rome, Italy 2014-02-09 because it is useless death

miriam silva Lima, Peru 2014-02-09 buscar una casa de refugio  para seres en peligro de extincion

Angie head Harrogate, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Barbaric bastards. Why kill this animal when they had lots of offers to 're-

locate? Totally incredulous at their stupid decision!!

Helen Schmidt Neustift an der Lafnitz,

Austria

2014-02-09 Ich verurteile die Vorgehensweise der Zooleitung auf das ALLERSCHÄRFSTE

und fordere sofortige und umgehende Konsequenzen. Menschen die Tiere und

Rassen schützen sollen, im Gegenzug jedoch Leben vernichten, haben meiner

Meinung nach nichts in diesem Metier verloren. Ich fordere Sie auf, die

Verantwortlichen zur Rechenschaft zu ziehen!!!

Eumir Dos Santos Erskineville, Australia 2014-02-09 The unnecessary slaughtering of any health animal in our current age is

unacceptable.

GROS Vanessa Tournan-en-Brie, France 2014-02-09 INADMISSIBLE !!! HONTEUX !!!

Jane Wrin Hove, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Monsters!  There was a plethora of options which did not involve killing a poor

creature.  This reflects VERY badly on Denmark.

marta pavan Monteforte d'Alpone, Italy 2014-02-09 insegnamento a minori alla violenza

helga rasch Germany 2014-02-09 tier im zoo,das darf nicht sein so , ihr seit  egelhaft urlaub in dänemark --nein -

Sarah Eaker Shelby, NC 2014-02-09 This is absurd !  Is this world in the Dark Ages ? Was it not bad enough to kill

this baby giraffe when others protested it and tried to help and then cut up this

baby's little body in front of children and then feed it to the lions? This is an

abomination!

angela wafer Manchester, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This was an unnecessary act as other conservation zoo's could have taken him

in. Also why was a post mortem/autopsy required on a healthy young animal

that was killed by a bolt through its head? Can anyone explain that to me other

than exploitation rather than conservation!!

paola divincenzo Italy 2014-02-09 voglio giustizia per marius

Stefano CARLI Italy 2014-02-09 Vi erano molti altri modi di risolvere la faccenda. Dimettiti.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Victoria De Goff and

family

Berkeley, CA 2014-02-09 Shameful, barbaric, horrific, cruel, heartless, disgusting, disgraceful...this man

has no business being involved with animals in any way!

Fortunato Licandro Italy 2014-02-09 Cruelty is not entertainment. It is just cruelty.

Nelly Rosenfeld San Quentin, Germany 2014-02-09 This man makes all scientists seem like cold blooded killers.

joy  whitney moses lake, WA 2014-02-09 Slaughtering Marcus was horrific enough but inviting children?   You need to

resign!!

Theresa Fryer Wan stead, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 There was a place for this animal to go to.  It would not have been used for

breeding.  To kill in front of a crowd makes me wonder at his sanity and fitness

fir the role he does.  This is not someone who has any compassion or care for

animals or children 

Alessandra Casetti Italy 2014-02-09 Because I think that the director of the zoo of Copenhagen has take the wrong

decision. A life has been wasted in a stupid way and for a stupid reason!

francesco lucisano villa adriana roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Killing animals is terrible

Jane Moore East Grinstead, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is one of the most disgusting acts of unjustifiable cruelty I have seen. It is

incredible it was done by a zoo. I will never visit this place and I will discourage

anyone who cares for animals from doing so. This vile monster should be made

to resign immediately; there was no excuse at all for this.

Valentina Zardi Italy 2014-02-09 Respect for animals, respect for Life.

Scott Rankin Melbourne, Australia 2014-02-09 we should be saving these animals, not killing them. this zoo is a disgrace

Phil Graham Warrington, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 You had other options. There was no need to kill Marius.

Jennifer Mason Northampton, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This must stop!! Other zoos offer to take surplus animals please use them!!

Beautiful animals like this should not have to die in this barbaric way

July Roberts Geneva, United States 2014-02-09 UNACCEPTABLE!! GET OUT THERE VILE EVIL!!

Anne Reade Reseda, CA 2014-02-09 Zoo keeps need to protect animals not to murder them

Richard Sherman and

family

Berkeley, CA 2014-02-09 Sadistic and barbaric.  The healthy, innocent giraffe had been offered a

reasonable home, yet he chose to slaughter it instead.  This man has no place

being involved with the care of animals.  Shame, shame, shame on all who

participated and even more shame if you let him continue in this position.

Lizabeth Tucker Port Saint Lucie, FL 2014-02-09 Because an ethical zoo would allow the animal to be moved elsewhere, even if

with the caveat that it couldn't be bred.

Chantelle Brown Melbourne, Australia 2014-02-09 Absolutely disgusting and deplorable actions. You should be ashamed of

yourselves. There is no excuse for treating a healthy giraffe like a piece of

disposable waste!

Björn Numé Malmö, Sweden, Sweden 2014-02-09 There was no need to be barbaric as many people offered to take in that giraffe

than see it be killed..



Nome Posizione Data Commento

IE Ries Ft. Pierce, United States 2014-02-09 This was nothing short of an ill-conceived publicity stunt designed to generate

interest in the zoo. And, it comes at the expense of an innocent animal who

likely felt a profound sense of fright, betrayal and pain in the seconds just prior

to the brutal execution.

First, only euthanasia is considered best practices unless and animal is an

imminent threat to a human life

Secondly, the fact that the facility turned down offers to relocate the animals

demonstrates deception and bad faith - zoo staff had this planned as an

"activity" to generate visitorship, there is no other explanations for refusing

multiple offers for relocation of this animal.

Additionally, Marius was a healthy animal, so what was the point of the killing?

It certainly wasn't because the animal was suffering medical difficulties.

No, this was a pre-planned execution, carried out using cruel and painful

methods, on an animal who trusted them. And for what? Some sick, morbid

publicity stunt for the I sensitive members of society to gawk at yet ano

Veronika Gavlasová Krásno nad Kysucou,

Slovakia

2014-02-09 Just people who love animals should work with them. He is cruel, he just use

them...  This stupid human action should never repeat, thats why he and

people like him should be far away from all animals.

Francesco Biron Sacile, Italy 2014-02-09 The director is  in mistake

nadia braghieri Italy 2014-02-09 per me dovrebbero essere aboliti circhi,zoo e tutto quello che include lo

spettacolo animale.soprattutto per certi animali che sono costretti a vivere in un

habitat naturale che non è nemmeno iil loro senza considerare tuto il resto di

malsano per la loro vita.questa notizia mi ha sconcertato,l'abbattere un animale

giovane in perfetta salute...ma dove siamo arrivati? e tutti quei genitori

disgraziati che hanno accompagnato allo scempio i loro figli a che pro?

insegnarli che così è ben fatto,è utile?non so darmi una spiegazione.a parte un

grande dolore e sconcerto nel cuore.

Anna Consoli Italy 2014-02-09 Incivility must be demolished, not poor innocent living beings.

Carly Jones Melton Mowbray, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This was completely wrong .  Zoos are not supposed to destroy animals - they

are supposed to preserve life

robert kearey DAGENHAM, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 If zoos have to exist they should be run by animal lovers not scientists with

genetic engineering priorities without empathy.

sonja scemama Neuilly-sur-Seine, France 2014-02-09 abominable de refuser la proposition d'un Zoo suédois prendre ce Bébé girafe

et ainsi le condamner à mort !

Karen  Russell Crestview, United States 2014-02-09 The devil comes in only one disguise...human

Pamela Murdock Ogden, UT 2014-02-09 This was heartless, and unnecessary, and that director should be ashamed,

and

FIRED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Francisca del valle Oyola Icaño, Argentina 2014-02-09 NO SE DEBEN TOMAR ESTAS DETERMINACIONES

ABERRANTES,VERGONZOSO Y DESCALIFICANTE .PORQUE NO BUSCAR

UNA RESERVA NATURAL PARA EL ANIMAL .DICEN PERTENECER AL

PRIMER MUNDO ESTOS ENTES....DE ASESINOS.

Patricia Agustí Sant Cugat del Vallés,

Spain

2014-02-09 Freedom for everyone to be alive..

lucia fogu SASSARI, United States 2014-02-09 Allucinante, quanto può valere la vita di un essere vivente....... :'(

margherita brunelli Italy 2014-02-09 We must teach respect, not violence.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Julie Craig Dunfermline, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Sickened by what's happened to this poor boy. So sad. And to be used as a

family day out!!!! How sick are these "???parents"

PAmela Aldude Huaman Peru, Peru 2014-02-09 Respect animals

michael everitt sheffield, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Despicable human being - he has a duty of care to the animals bred at the zoo

John Stern-Blackchurch Detroit, MI 2014-02-09 Unbelievable psychopathic ego-tripping at work. This is not standard procedure

for captive animal care. Zoos are repugnant in the first place, but this arrogant,

twisted fool needs to be removed from any position of power over anything

except his own feces. Psych evaluation emergency.

Anna Consoli Italy 2014-02-09 Incivility must be demolished, not poor innocent living beings.

paul jasper st austell, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 You wouldn't do this to people so why do this to them

Jennifer Eady Mt. Pleasant, SC 2014-02-09 He is a mad scientist and needs to be eliminated. What a disgusting crazy

bastard this prison keeper is. SHAME ON YOU , YOU EVIL BASTARD.

Deborah Rodrig Gillespie, IL 2014-02-09 they must be punished for their cruel behavior

Christopher Meadows Australia 2014-02-09 This is psychotic behaviour! Someone offered the zoo money for him and this

psycho had him killed and butchered?? What the hell! This man should not be

entrusted with the care of animals again. Disgusting!

LINDA BADHAM datchworth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 ASWELL AS CRUELTY THIS IS MADNESS AND A DISGRACE !!!

Nancy Campbell Kansas City, MO 2014-02-09 MONSTROUS!  I have visited Denmark and constantly tell people that it one of

the few remaining "civilized" countries.  I WILL NEVER SAY THAT AGAIN.

THIS WAS BARBARIC.  YOU MURDERED A HEALTHY YOUNG ANIMAL

FOR ABSOLUTELY NO REASON - AND TURNED IT INTO A BLOODY

SPECTACLE.  YOU ARE BARBARIANS.

paola castelli Italy 2014-02-09 Grandissimo bastardo!

Irene Di Biagio Italy 2014-02-09 It's necessary to express our opinion and to spread animals' respect and

people intelligence. No more such illogical decision.

stefania babbini reggio emilia, Italy 2014-02-09 most most important

karen clow hastings, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Its important because it was barbaric and totally unwarrented!! Other Zoo's

would have taken this beautiful young animal shame on you Coopenhagen!!

tha animals lovers of the world (many tourist ) will never forget this nor should

they!!

Tracy Sanders Chigwell, Australia 2014-02-09 This is the most sickening, disturbing display of animal cruelty. There was

absolutely no need for it, completely unnecessary. Shame on Copenhagen zoo,

utter shame.

Gene Meyer Mississauga, Canada 2014-02-09 To have it publicly killed for the world to watch and sliced appart to feed to the

Lions and for all the children worldwide to watch its not only criminal

ity murder Holst will have the same fade whats next

Riccardo Le Pera Italy 2014-02-09 Mortacci vostra!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

alina marti roma, Italy 2014-02-09 Le dimissioni. Bengt Holst, direttore scientifico dello zoo. Zoo di Copenaghen in

Danimarca

Antoinette Abboud los angeles, CA 2014-02-09 because its unfair to kill a soul.

Lia Tömpe Dunakeszi, Hungary 2014-02-09 It's a shame!!!!!!!!

Lorraine Howlett Bridgeport, MI 2014-02-09 I find it disgusting to kill this giraffe much less to do it in public.

Stephanie Ratcliffe Rochester, NY 2014-02-09 What a horror show. Marius had people who wanted to rehome him. This is so

unjust and cruel.



Nome Posizione Data Commento

Pam McGivern Santa Rosa, CA 2014-02-09 This is absolutely wrong to euthanize an important animal who is healthy

because of its genetics. The director's decision should have been over ruled

due to the enormous outcry & support to release this young giraffe to another

facility willing to care for it.

eileen crosby Lincoln, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 a public slaying of an innocent animal. There was not one ounce of

compassion and the parents who let their children watch this barbaric murder

should be ashamed of themselves

Carrie Beneteau Windsor, Canada 2014-02-09 Barbaric.

Filomena Moro Ostuni, Italy 2014-02-09 dignità, rispetto per ogni essere vivente.

yesica garate fuentes arequipa, Peru 2014-02-09 debemos respetar la vida animal!!!

marta messuri roma, Italy 2014-02-09 vergognaaaaaaaaa!!!!!vergognaaaaaaaaaaa!!!!!

Davide Primosi Italy 2014-02-09 Uccidere una vita è una cosa abominevole, anche se trattasi di animale!

Avrebbe potuto benissimo trovarle un'altra sistemazione, visto che varie

associazioni si erano proposte di aiutarlo nell'intento!! Vergogna e sdegno!!!

Marianne Schuursma Wittem, Netherlands 2014-02-09 when you put a being into this world you care for it, you do not feed it to others

Jonathan Elliman Buckingham, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 What is the point of trying to advance the protection of wildlife in Africa, when

you, Mr Holst, calmly slaughter a juvenile giraffe in Denmark. It makes me sick.

J S E

Sherri Green Irving, TX 2014-02-09 Animal Advocate

Rita Kneen Luton, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 There is no reason for this to have happened, and in front of children too,

totally unacceptable.  What is teaching the children!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Joanne George Flint, United States 2014-02-09 you betrayed the people of copenhagen, the fellow workers of the zoo and

everyone who is a lover of animals, you need to resign. SHAME, SHAME,

SHAME ON YOU!!!

deborah cormier moncton, Canada 2014-02-09 NO NEED OF IT AND SUCH A HORRIFIC PUBLIC DISPLAY ,,,POOR

CHILDREN WATCHING ALSO ...SMARTEN UP FOOLS ,,,

Avalon Sperring Adelaide, Australia 2014-02-09 To stop murders like this occurring ever again.

Penny Dellow Eastbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 You are a disgrace to mankind.  You should have had the bolt in your head.

That giraffe had offers of other homes but you chose to painfully kill it in front of

children and feed to the lions, you are an evil bar steward.  I want your whole

zoo closed down and you to die.  I now want all zoo's closed down and I will

never, ever visit your rotten country as it allows this sort of thing to happen.

Milagros Moina Gonzales SMP, Peru 2014-02-09 Todo acto de violencia hacia un ser que está en desventaja es repudiable y el

haberlo hecho delante de niños es ruín, Que legado  estamos dejando a las

futuras generaciones, solo un mundo cada vez más deshumanizado

Jana Ronková Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 This man is a murder. He killed a beautiful creature

alberto alcozer genova, Italy 2014-02-09 no violence, never kill any sentient beings

Sabrina Serra Italy 2014-02-09 Justice for marius

Bep Maurits Vlaardingen, Netherlands 2014-02-09 What kind of cruel people are you, killing a giraffe and then show children how

you cut him in peaces. Bengt Holst you're not an animal lover. You must be

fired, you're so wrong.

Karina Geldner Spain 2014-02-09 Despicable and unacceptable! What an outragous decision to make, penalty is

crucial for murderong an inncent animal in captivity!

lisa hopkins bognor regis, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 just disgusted, and saddened, waistful cruel people.
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Valerie Morin quebec, Canada 2014-02-09 Because you have ignored all other possibilities to avoid this ! This is not what

we expect from a well known zoo. Shame on you and all the others...

jacqueline fullwood Tadcaster, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I cant see the reason when they could have neutered ...end of problem. Holst

needs to see a psychiatrist soon,

juana alvarez Chascomús, Argentina 2014-02-09 causa horror ver estas cosas de crueldad absoluta y con niños mirando.

Mary Ennis Aldan, PA 2014-02-09 The murder of Marius is a shocking, deplorable, and completely unnecessary

act.

Lucia Quintiero Italy 2014-02-09 Dovrebbero vergognarsi ... civiltà decadente che non rispetta più nulla !!!

Jill Watson London, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 Zoos are supposed to care for animals, not kill perfectly healthy ones and

ignore offers to rehome them.

vicki kavan east huntspill, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 they don't deserve the right to have any animal in their ,so called care its

discusting

Catherine Tonge Eastbourne, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 A zoo whose breeding programme produces "genetically unsuitable" animals

needs a new scientific director

Bohumil Sevcik Praha, Czech Republic 2014-02-09 ZOO is responsible to keep animals live. ZOO is not butchery.

Joanne Beere Thurles, Ireland 2014-02-09 There is no way of telling if he has done this before and if he can do it at all,

who's to say he won't do it again. He should not be allowed near any animals

Andyfay Carne United Kingdom, Jersey 2014-02-09 THIS HAPPY&lt; HEALTHY&lt; BABY WAS NOT "SURPLUS!!"..

COPENHAGEN ZOO WERE OFFERED 500.000 euros FOR BABY MARIUS,

HE WOULD HAVE HAD A SAFE FOREVER HOME!! VALID

REASONS??...NONE!!..

gabor pocza lepsény, Hungary 2014-02-09 humanity, judgement, fairness and respect for the creature

Davide Baraldi Sassuolo, Italy 2014-02-09 Shame on you mr holst. This is one of the worts things I saw. I pray to see you

in jail. I can't imagine how you can look at you in a mirror. Hope the people of

Denmark give you what you deserve.

marrano giovanna Italy 2014-02-09 Nn puo' essere che un povero innocente...debba essere ucciso in una manieta

cosi barbara.. Basta con queste mostruosita'...mi vergogno di far parte della

razza umana

Sabina Ragone Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This planet is for animals too

Agnieszka Hajkowska København, Denmark 2014-02-09 It is just barbarian decision, horrifying psycotic show, which in many countries

would send that cold bloded killer behind bars. Is it lawful in Danmark to show

children such a horror? The same time many parents in Danmark are loosing

their children, taken to foster care just  for bad parenting skills...

Barbara Gluckman New York, NY 2014-02-09 This is animal abuse no matter how you try to mask it!

Luisa Facchetti Lumezzane, Italy 2014-02-09 it's a horrible shame to kill an animal- only 6 months old- having the possibility

of housing him in another structure. the man who decided this must be fired at

once and feel ashamed and guilty for the rest of his life.

manuela diotallevi Italy 2014-02-09 E' in degno di restare al posto che occupa.La crudeltà verso questo animale e

pure proseguita dopo l uccisione in bella mostra davanti ai bambini.Non si

meraviglino i Danesi se un domani cresceranno piccoli e spregievoli come

questo uomo.

Janet lennon Galway, Ireland 2014-02-09 Killing healthy animals Is WRONG

Annie Galbraith East Calder, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This was a disgusting thing to do.

wendilyn emrys van nuys, CA 2014-02-09 Because this is an obscenity and should be punished.  Zoos are supposed to

protect animals, not exploit and murder them!
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Natasha Mason london, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 He is a disgrace to the 'human' species

Jan Gosling Letchworth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 It goes against every tenet of human compassion, both zoo and audience.  And

in Copenhagen of all places.

shun yee dawn lam bevagna, United States 2014-02-09 Why could he do crime under the sun?

Allison M Kruse Honolulu, HI 2014-02-09 They didn't care about public outrage but some scientific numbers.

Rancesca Nencetti Italy 2014-02-09 E' disgustoso che uccidano una giraffa per motivi assurdi e per giunta di fronte

a dei bambini. Vergogna

Silvia Fermina Acuña Rosario - Santa Fe,

Argentina

2014-02-09 Cometieron un horrendo crimen asesinando a un inocente bebé, especial a la

cual deberiamos cuidar con esmero, ademas de no haber considerado ninguna

otra alternativa civilizada, una verdadera brutalidad, propia de ignorantes.

angel strijdonk Almere, FL, Nederland,

Netherlands

2014-02-09 because animal suffer MUST stop.

they deserve respect and LOVE

DOMENICA MIELE Naples, Italy 2014-02-09 UCCIDERE GLI INDIFESI E' LO SPORT PREFERITO DELLE MERDE

UMANOIDI SENZA CUORE! VERGOGNA! POVERO CUCCIOLO 18 MESI!

MA CHE CAZZO!MOLTO EDUCATIVO PER LE FAMIGLIE PRESENTI! MA

COME SI PUO'! VERGOGNATEVI TUTTI! MARONNA MIA SE VI TENESSI

DAVANTI VI METTEREI IN UN RECINTO A PANE E ACQUA E POI MI DITE

COME SI STA'! MERDACCIE!

Janet Bawa Germantown, OH 2014-02-09 I am truly speechless at the abject cruelty! To kill this 18 month old baby to

prevent "inbreeding" is deplorable! There were plenty of loving options

available and putting a bolt into Marius ' brain was not one of them. I honestly

can't believe this would be done much less as a public event. I truly just don't

know what else to say. This is incomprehensible to my values and my love of

all creatures. The inhuman that planned and carried this out should NEVER be

allowed around any animal ever! ...and yes I am vegan!

DONATELLA DI NOLA Roma, Italy 2014-02-09 do

leonardo nesi Italy 2014-02-09 because i love Marius

Jennifer Wood Stanwell, Staines, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This is so far from 'conservation'.  I can't believe this could have been the only

course of action to take.

piera silvana carsana Italy 2014-02-09 Vergognoso e terribile davanti a bambini piccolì.

Carlos Loayza Lima, Peru 2014-02-09 animals deserve to live!!!!

Ximena Millaray

Covarrubias Montt

Paine, RM, Chile 2014-02-09 because the end does not justify the means...the law of the jungle is IN THE

JUNGLE,  and humans in the Copenhague Zoo are supposed to have left the

jungle quite a while, for all I know...

Ruth Probert Ebbw Vale, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 If this was a breeding concern, the animal could have been neutered. We are

responsible for the animals we domesticate and breed. What a terrible

message this sends out to the rest of the world. Not so wonderful Copenhagan

now!

Kim Craig Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 This was murder and there was no need for it sick

Elaine langlois Windsor, Canada 2014-02-09 This is outrageous and so sending the wrong message to children-what is the

matter with you people-just disgusting

barbara cioci Massarosa, Italy 2014-02-09 Questo e' un abominevole assassinio che deve essere punito,quest uomo non

e' migliore della cacca che a volte ho calpestato per sbaglio!!!

Fosse per me lo sopprimerei nello stesso modo in cui a ucciso Marius....che

Dio lo maledica per tanta crudelta'

elisa restivo Chioggia, Italy 2014-02-09 Perche' uccidere non e' un gioco!!!questo male per qualsiasi vita
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Alejandro Carnevali Italy 2014-02-09 A barbaric act unworthy of a zoo.  This person is irresponsible and extremely

wrong.

ALBERTO RICCI ALBANO, Italy 2014-02-09 QUESTA GENTE DEVE SPARIRE!|

salvatore di giorgi palermo, Italy 2014-02-09 E questa è la democratica e civile Danimarca ??? my coions !!!!

patrizia cerbai Italy 2014-02-09 CHE BRAVI GENITORI!!!!!!  CHE COSA GLI AVETE DETTO AI VOSTRI

BIMBI???? è STATA UCCISA PERCHè NON AVEVA DIRITTO DI VIVERE???

VERGOGNATEVI!!!!!!

Olga Popescu Bucuresti, Romania 2014-02-09 This is disgraceful! Shame on you !!!!

nunzio SANTUCCI San Donà di Piave,

Veneto, Italia, Italy

2014-02-09 è stato un atto crudele e barbaro

Silvia fernandez ascheri montevideo, Uruguay 2014-02-09 No puede estar mas ahi...es vergonzoso.

Nicole Dyck Mechelen, Belgium 2014-02-09 Poor darling......

livia bucci Turin, Italy 2014-02-09 i love all animal

sharon schievers Brussels, Belgium 2014-02-09 shame !!!!

Louise Brewer Gosforth, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 What you did was totally wrong and uneccessary. The giraffe had been offered

a home in the UK. What you did makes me sick.

D Arnold BD, United Kingdom 2014-02-09 This whole tragic story smacks of eugenics - Adolph Eichmann would, no

doubt, be proud of Bengt Holst

chiara d'abbundo Florence, Italy 2014-02-09 You do not kill an animal very healthy! is murder! you are guilty of a crime! you

could do it in another host in europe zoo have done much evil to kill him! are

criminals!

Ann Forrest Coventry, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 Resign you heartless monster

Annika Sandberg Limhamn, Sweden 2014-02-09 I have worked as a preschool teacher for 36 years and I think this way of

treating an innocent animal and , unbeliavable, make it to a show for children,

is disgusting !

Sabina Cravero Trieste, Italy 2014-02-09 His decision to kill poor Marius instead of sending him to other zoo(there were

possibilities)is abominable.Dissecting the poor body before children is

sickening.To prevent inbreeding....make me think back to "Holocaust"

Louise Primrose Glasgow, United

Kingdom

2014-02-09 I am shocked at such a lame excuse to shoot a healthy beautiful young animal

when it coulod have had a wonderful long life elsewhere without affecting any

breeding programme. Despicable and gives "science" a bad name. As a

scientist myself I am abhorred by this

maria luisa manis Italy 2014-02-09 Because she was someone not just something.

paola brilli Italy 2014-02-09 abominevole

Atena Esposito Napoli, Italy 2014-02-09 SHAME!!!

Elizabeth Smith Chico, CA 2014-02-09 You should never have allowed your animals to reproduce if you could not

arrange a zoo transfer or accomidate the animal yourself. and to exploit him to

children and adults as you slaughtered him to feed the lions in the zoo.

disgusting

Andrew Tidswell Bradford, AL 2014-02-09 An Animal has died due to his judgement, its only right now is that he loses his

job.

wendy leeuw Oldenzaal, OV,

Nederland, Netherlands

2014-02-09 they need to stop this

wilma en happy dogs

gersjes

leeuwarden, Netherlands 2014-02-09 te gek voor woorden,fokken en dan afschieten!!!


